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EDITOR’S NOTE
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The shaping of events over the last couple of
years give one the sense that the country is
finally shedding its tag of being a weak state. A
more confident India appears no longer will-
ing to be a convenient punching bag for vari-
ous actors, both within the country and out-
side it, which gives one the assurance that the
country is ready to address issues based on
merit, rather than on being tied down to a
tired narrative of appeasement of one and all,
to preserve peace within the country and in
the neighbourhood. A series of welcome poli-
cy interventions have changed some of the
earlier effete narratives, which have had a vis-
ible impact on the conduct of foreign policy,
handling of internal security concerns and on
the social construct within the country.

The word secular, by definition, implies a
person not connected with religious or spiri-
tual matters, but in the Indian context, the
definition has been transformed to mean
equal respect for all religions. Over the years,
however, Indian secularism got weighted
towards the perceived sensibilities of the
minority religions at the expense of the major-
ity, largely due to unscrupulous vote bank pol-
itics. This led to certain communities and reli-
gious groups being treated as more equal than
others in policy interventions, which over
time, led to an ingrained sense of entitlement
in these groups. The inevitable backlash that
followed, ipso facto led to a religious divide
within the country. Tragically, while such poli-
cies gave a section of people among the
minorities a sense of power, far beyond their
intrinsic worth, the bulk of the minorities
remained in the vice like grip of their religious
mentors, who dictated policy for the commu-
nity which was detrimental to their interests,
but which helped their leaders amass wealth
and power to an unimaginable extent. The
minorities suffered, the religious divide grew
and internal problems got magnified.
Thankfully, this is now changing. The state
cannot be seen as partial to either the minori-
ty or the majority, merely to buy peace. Such
actions inevitably lead to fragmentation of
society. While much work still remains in this

sphere, a good beginning has been made to
treat all as equal under the Constitution.

The policy on Kashmir too has seen a shift,
with a renewed focus by the security forces on
eliminating the gun culture. The number of
terrorists killed in the state since the begin-
ning of August has already crossed the num-
ber eliminated in the whole of 2016. With infil-
tration being squeezed through increased vigil
across the Line of Control, the terrorist groups
in the Valley are finding it difficult to make up
their losses, which is a positive sign. More
importantly, the government of the day has
finally cracked the whip on the Hurriyat lead-
ership for their links with terrorist organisa-
tions — a much needed step to curb terrorism
and one which hopefully, will continue to be
pursued.

Finally, on the foreign policy front, the gov-
ernment has shown firmness in dealing with
Chinese bullying tactics, by standing up for
Bhutan and preventing Chinese encroach-
ment into Bhutanese territory near the tri
junction at Doka La. This is a vital security
concern for India as Chinese attempts to build
a road on to the Jampheri Ridge in Bhutan
would seriously compromise India’s defence
and increase the vulnerability of the strategic
Siliguri corridor. China has resorted to high
decibel psychological warfare, threatening
India with war over the issue, through state-
ments emanating from Xinhua, the official
press agency of the People’s Republic of China,
as well as from Global Times—a state owned
paper. Belligerent statements have also been
made by Chinese diplomats as well as by their
foreign minister. India has shown a remark-
able firmness in sticking to its stand, while not
getting provoked by Chinese tactics. While
India would like a peaceful settlement to the
issue, it must be ready to take on the Chinese
militarily, should the Chinese resort to the use
of force to press their claims. While war with
China would suit neither India nor China, suc-
cumbing to Chinese blackmail is not an
option. India must work for peace, but keep its
powder dry. In the long run, the best antidote
to war is the will to fight for what is right. 
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GENERAL SPEAK
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I wonder how many in the uniformed
fraternity have really come to grips with
living in the Post Truth Era! It may
surprise many to know that the words
or the phrase, was the Oxford
dictionaries word of the year in 2016.
Without going into its literal meaning,
‘it implies that objective facts are less
influential in shaping public opinion
than appeals to emotions and personal
beliefs’. We are living in a phase of fake
news and fictional elusive facts. Such
euphemism as ‘being economical with
the truth’ and ‘sweetening the story’
abide. My concern is, that in the Army,
we put a high premium on truth,
accuracy and credibility. In fact, these
qualities are among the most cherished
in a true leader.

The bigger concern for all of us
should be that this grey area of half-
truths, innuendo and even outright lies
dressed up as information/facts are
permeating the porous borders of the
social media. We now have the
disconcerting and challenging dilemma
of all ranks at the risk of being
influenced, swayed and their thinking
distorted by falsehoods and mala fide
spin.

Leadership therefore in the Post
Truth social media prevalent order
becomes doubly challenging than even
before. The second tragedy of this
phenomenon is that sensational lies
and hoax/ fake stories have a much

greater chance of going viral than the
more benign yet factual positive stories.
A research among groups of WhatsApp
users revealed that out of a symbolic
100 people in a group, about 30 percent
are the most frequent and prolific users.
The next 20 percent use it occasionally
and balance remain quiet or rarely
come up. However it is the first 30
percent who are the angry lot and vent
their ire at all perceived injustices

across all spectrums from national to
routine issues. They are also the ones
who forward unverified negative
messages with a routine disclaimer
“forwarded as received”. No attempt
even feeble is made to verify the basic
authenticity of the often malicious and
post truth report. Thus approximately
30 percent of the more cynical and
negative minded of a normal group
dominate the discourse and often
hijack a social group thought process by
their sheer persistence. Our soldiers
and ex-servicemen who are but human,
get deeply influenced and often get
carried away by this appeal to their
emotions and prejudices by reinforcing
some latent doubts or beliefs.

It has therefore become more
important for leaders of today to
understand the pervasive power of the
social media and by example,
persuasion and proof expose untruths
and the falsehood vitiating the minds
and thinking of our gallant men. It is
also quite certain that forces inimical to
our national interest both within and
outside would and are using the easy
reach and accessibility of the social
media platform to spread disaffection
and falsehood. The solution however
does not lie in censorship and/or
banning the dragon but in taming it and
controlling/limiting its detrimental
effect. The only answer lies in an
increased level of alertness and sharing
of more and more verifiable truthful
information and sharing with troops
and colleagues the pitfalls of the Post
Truth Era. Leadership in the Army,
thankfully, has always been dynamic,
responsive and committed. Once again
the same resolve needs to be adopted as
we navigate the difficult currents of the
digital world! One thing though remains
constant;our leadership must as always
rise to this challenge and handle this
adroitly in the interest of our Armed
Forces and the nation.

POST TRUTH ERA
Lt Gen Sudhir Sharma

A RESEARCH AMONG GROUPS OF WHATSAPP
USERS REVEALED THAT OUT OF A SYMBOLIC
100 PEOPLE IN A GROUP, ABOUT 30 PERCENT
ARE THE MOST FREQUENT AND PROLIFIC
USERS. THE NEXT 20 PERCENT USE IT OCCA-
SIONALLY AND BALANCE REMAIN QUIET OR
RARELY COME UP.
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This poem is from the USA. But it is equally applicable to the People of India. The author of the poem is
anonymous. But the words are powerful. We must remember that a flag represents an idea, or an ideal and is
honoured for what it represents. We must also remember that it is the soldier, not the reporter, who has given
us freedom of the press. It is the soldier, not the poet, who has given us freedom of speech. It is the soldier,
not the campus organiser, who has given us the freedom to demonstrate. It is the soldier, not the lawyer, who
has given us the right to a fair trial. When we preserve the Flag, we preserve a sense of our own identity and
values. —Editor

A protest raged on a courthouse lawn,
Round a makeshift stage, they charged on,
Fifteen hundred or more they say,
Had come to burn a Flag that day.
A boy held up the folded Flag,
Cursed it, and called it a dirty rag.

An Old Man pushed through the angry crowd,
With a rusty shotgun, shouldered proud.
His uniform jacket was old and tight,
He had polished each button, shiny and bright
He crossed that stage with a soldier's grace,
Until he and the boy stood face to face.

Freedom of speech, the Old Man said,
Is worth dying for, good men are dead,
So you can stand on this courthouse lawn,
And talk us down from dusk to dawn,
But before any Flag gets burned today,
This Old Man is going to have his say!

My father died on a foreign shore,
In a war they said would end all war.
But Tommy and I wasn't even full grown,
Before we fought in a war of our own.
And Tommy died on Iwo Jima's beach,
In the shadow of a hill he couldn't quite reach
Where five good men raised this Flag so high,
That the Whole Damn World Could See It Fly.

I got this bum leg, that I still drag,
Fighting for this same old Flag.
Now there's but one shot in this old gun,
So now it's time to decide which one,
Which one of you will follow our lead,
To stand and die for what you believe?
For as sure as there is a rising sun,
You'll burn in hell before this Flag burns, son.

Now this riot never came to pass.
The crowd got quiet and that can of gas,
Got set aside as they walked away
To talk about what they had heard this day.
And the boy who had called it a dirty rag,
Handed the Old Soldier the folded Flag.
So the battle of the Flag this day was won
By a tired Old Soldier with a rusty gun,
Who for one last time, had to show to some,
This Flag May Fade, Yet These Colours Don’t
Run.

THE FLAG
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YOUR VOICE
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Dear Sir,
The requirement of a CDS is a foregone
conclusion. We need CDS but CDS by
itself will not be able to resolve the
problems of the defence establishment.
The appointment of CDS has to be
accompanied with structural reforms as
also reforms to systems and processes
of our higher defence organisation. For
this, I feel we have to change the
present narrative which is largely
focussed on the negatives i.e. threat of
coups, rank equivalence to a more
positive narrative of how the reforms
will enhance operational efficiency and
administrative effectiveness. The
Summer issue of CLAWS Journal carries
my article wherein I have gone further
and attempted to define the
relationship between the CDS, when
and if he will be appointed, with the
Defence Secretary. This may be of
interest to your readers also.

—Col Rajneesh Singh

Dear Sir,
Security of the nation has not quite been
in the upper crust of any governments
agenda. As long as there is a disciplined,
dedicated, battle hardy Indian Army that
does its duty quietly with what ever it has,
the politician and bureaucrat sits back
comfortably. Even then, nice to have
enlightening debates such as this one in
Salute on whether we need to have a CDS
or otherwise.

—Maj Gen Harwant Krishan

Dear Sir,
This refers to the Point Counterpoint
debate in SALUTE, on the need or
otherwise, to have a CDS. It appears that
Mr Mitra is influenced by IAS lobby. How
can he say that advice given by CDS
would be bad and is better ignored. Does
he want to say that babus and politicians
are more patriotic and intelligent than
the soldiers. Defence Ministers he has
mentioned are intelligent, I agree but
some time they may not be aware of
facts. Therefore they require an expert
adviser on matters military. The idea of
military coup in India is impossible/
absurd.From where do these ideas

generate?
—Col Narender Singh Tanwar

Dear Sir,
Very informative and needs to be taken
cognisance of immediately. There is a
need to have a National Defence Advisor
(NDA) as an interim till much awaited
CDS fructifies. Procrastination on CDS
implementation is like sitting on a time
bomb. —Brig Vinayak Ramnarayan

Dear Sir,
I feel Defence Forces are being
marginalised and starved of funding by
NDA, even more than UPA. Besides,
officer-ranks have been down-graded the
most by 7CPC. —Pushpendra Singh

Dear Sir,
This refers to the articles on state of
defence preparedness under the NDA
Government. Unless equipment reaches
the soldiers, signing of defence deals has
no meaning. Decision making has to be
fast. Government of the days pays utter
disregard to defence preparedness which
is evident from the fact that the country
does not have a full time defence
minister. With China breathing down our
neck, we have still adopted ostriches'
approach. Sad. —Parladh Randhawa

Dear Sir,
I am not expert on defence matters, but
can boldly say that unless we get rid of
bureaucratic hurdles in ministry of
defence we can't achieve much. Our
armed forces should be given full powers
to buy all what needs to be bought to give
befitting reply to hostile neighbours as
and when they engage us in war. This is
possible only if the armed forces are
properly funded. We need a full time
defence minister who could sideline the
babus and listen more to the chiefs of
armed forces. Why are we also talking
about preparation for short intensive
war? We must be prepared to fight even
longer conflicts. —Virendra Singh

Dear Sir,
This has reference to the SALUTE issue
on the state of defence preparedness.

Glad someone is seeing the issues to their
rightful conclusion!Anything made in
India is twice as good as an import as it is
assured. We need to follow the Chinese
model in some respect They are not
necessarily wrong, right across the
spectrum of their thinking.

—Rajinder Verma

Dear Sir,
Your issue on the state of defence
preparedness was very comprehensive.
While the process of importing arms and
ammunition goes on, the pace of
production of indigenous weapons and
ammunition of desired specification
must be done on fast track mode without
compromising their quality while
meeting the enhanced targets.

—Col Bishwajit Gon

Dear Sir,
The issue on state of defence preparation
after three years of NDA rule made great
reading, having as it did, 360 degrees
coverage of all salient issues which bring
to fore our criticality in right perspective.
It not only needs sound knowledge but
intent on part of the government to put
action plan in place and make it happen.

—Col Ashok Kumar Singh

Dear Sir,
We just don't have enough money to
modernise everything at one go. It will
take long time and concerted effort.What
most people don't know about Modi's
visit to critical nations that always fly
under radar like Spain, Mexico, Portugal
etc. is that they have established military
ammunition manufacturing capability
and deals are sealed with them. We have
few advantages like battle hardened
troops, excellent experience, strategy,
tactics in fighting High Altitude warfare.
This goes for all three branches of
combat. Chinese got their backside
kicked in south Sudan on UN mission of
protecting aid workers. The aid
organisations that hold great sway on UN
ask explicitly for Indian troops. The
Indian media needs to highlight this
aspect also.

—Kris Singh

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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OUT OF THE BLUE

26th July, Vijay Diwas,
is a significant day
celebrating our victory
in the Kargil conflict,
as also a day of
remembrance for
those valiant warriors

who made the ultimate sacrifice in the
service of the nation. Stirring stories
abound, and rightly so, of the valour
shown by the officers and men of the
Indian Army. Treacherous terrain,
inhospitable weather, inaccessible
heights and an unseen enemy, deeply
entrenched and camouflaged amongst
the commanding heights of the now
famous Tololing Ridge, Pt 4812, Pt 5287,
Tiger Hill, etc. — it was literally an uphill
task for the Indian Army to evict the
Northern Light Infantry of the Pakistan
Army that had established itself in this
advantageous position. There are other
lesser known stories, which received only
fleeting mention but had immense
impact on the final outcome of the Kargil
war. One such was the tide that came
"out of the blue”—the Indian Air Force.

Enough has been written and more, of
the initial disregard of the use of air
power in the conflict, its subsequent
employment under severe limitations
imposed by the government and finally
the efficacy of the IAF in support of the
Army in the terrain that existed.
Whatever be the conclusion, if at all (in
the never-ending turf debates), the
relevance of air power in engaging
ground targets at altitudes of 14-18,000 ft
(higher than the two highest peaks in the
European Alps, the Matterhorn and
Mont Blanc) has been endorsed. Pushed
into the background by the war in Kosovo
(where NATO demonstrated state-of-
the-art technology), the fact that never in
the history of air power had ground
targets at such high altitudes been
engaged, was lost but to the sharp
aficionados of the subject. Critical
comments by ill-informed senior staff on

the ground underplayed the true
dimensions of the air war.

Compressing the issues into context
and sharpening the perspective will bring
into focus the goldfish bowl inside which
the IAF was operating for most of the
conflict. The absolute lack of intelligence
and information, the government
restriction not to cross the LOC for fear of
escalating the conflict into a full scale war,
the out-dated (by NATO and Kosovo
standards) sighting and bombing
systems, isolated and well camouflaged
targets amongst rocks and crevasses, the
lethal SAM threat, the changed ballistics
of all weapons (operating at the limits of
their envelope), the frantic modifications
to fit the Israeli Litening targeting pods
and the earnestly acquired Laser Guided
Bombs (LGBs) for precision targeting —
but for the professional approach and
competence of air warriors, from the
Chief to the lowest ranked airman who
loaded the bombs, the air war could not
have achieved what it did, with telling
effect. But war, as they say, brings out the
best in a warrior. The continued rancour
in Indo-Pak relations, with four conflicts
since independence, ensures that
Pakistan remains a constant irritant for
national security. China, after giving India
a tight rap on the knuckles in 1962, has
maintained a sustained pressure on the
border with India, with intermittent
skirmishes highlighting their ominous
presence. It has long been admitted by
the connoisseurs of international
politicking that while Pakistan will remain
an adversary, the bigger threat which
casts its shadow is the Chinese dragon. 

The recent stand-off with China on
the Dolam plateau and the escalating
tensions have suddenly brought the
Kargil conflict to mind. And pray, why? In
the event of a military confrontation and
possible war, the warfighting similarities
cannot be discounted. The high altitude
terrain, the likely target systems,
operating constraints (if any), weapon

effectiveness, helicopter operating
limitations and so much more. But this
time the situation may not offer
allowances and time to tailor the battle to
suit one's needs so easily. The enemy is
different, their weapons are different, the
enemy forces vast in numbers, the
frontage could be in hundreds of miles,
they would in all likelihood have air
power support and all backed by a
formidable rocket force. 

Diplomatic pow-wows have been
initiated. International relations and
strategic alliances have been reaffirmed
and the PM with his team from the MEA
have fostered goodwill with the nations
who matter. There is seemingly or
relatively some lead preparatory time.
Let us not get caught in an embarrassing
and ill-prepared situation once again. So
many lessons have been learnt and many
brought out by the Kargil Committee
Report. These must be under our belt.
The warfighting will be the tip of the
spear. What we must professionally
address are intelligence and its
dissemination issues, the planning and
conduct of effective Joint Operations and
very importantly, the inventory. With
China it will be a wide frontage war and
assets will have to be distributed
accordingly. Notwithstanding the fact
that the war may be short and swift, the
enemy has a vast reservoir of resources,
which we do not possess. We need to get
our act together this time. We need to
douse the dragon's fire and give him a
bloody nose which he will forever
remember.  

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air
Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF as

a fighter pilot with distinction He has
commanded three units, a MiG-29 Sqn, a

MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE (considered
the ‘Top Gun’ school of the IAF) and also
served as the Air Attaché in Washington

DC. He retired in 2011 as the AOC-in-C of
Southern Air Command.

DRAGONFIRE
Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji, PVSM, SC, VSM
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PERISCOPE

The developments
in Maldives remain
worrisome for India.
The arrest of a
former Prosecutor
General, Muhtahaz
Muhsin and a judge,
Ahmed Nihan and
subsequent release

of Muhsin indicates an attempt by
President Yameen to browbeat the
judiciary. Some of the takeaways from the
developments in Maldivers are, firstly, the
opposition may have come to know that
the President may have misused state
funds and stashed the proceeds abroad.
The document in question was available,
and the magistrate, prima facie, observed
the evidence to be sufficient enough to
issue arrest warrant against the President.
Second, the opposition MPs of the

MDP, in the absence of their leader
Nasheed, found an opportunity to be
assertive, reminding President Yameen
that MDP remained a credible
opposition. Third, it was reported that
Nasheed had spoken to Brig Zakariya
Mansoor of the Maldives National
Defence Force and advised him to follow
the laws and constitution of the country.
This was a significant development as the
said Brigadier was side-lined by President
Yameen in the hierarchy of the MNDF, as
he was suspected of being a Nasheed
supporter. Though Mansoor as Aviation
Secretary was holding an insignificant
appointment, the signalling indicated
that Nasheed was attempting to garner
hard power support within Maldives. It
may be recalled that during his ouster
from power, the police personnel were
observed agitating on the streets, possibly
due to their loyalty to the then opposition
leader Yameen. Is the MNDF firmly
behind Nashed? Or was Nasheed sending
a message to the present President that he
has adequate support in the MNDF?
Nasheed has adequate political support
in the country, and just needs the backing
of the MNDF or the police which enjoys
expansive powers, to facilitate his credible
return. When President Yameen came to
power, he arrested his Vice President and

the Defence Minister and they are still
languishing in prison. In Maldives,
democracy being nascent, the
combination of political support and
backing of uniformed services, play a
decisive role. Also, since the police forces
enjoy domestic legal powers and are
pliable, the Presidentuses them to subvert
democratic processes.
Subsequent events have been

significant, in that some purging in the
MNDF and appointments of few pro
Yameen judges were resorted to. The
Chief Of Defence Staff has lost his
neutrality. Democracy is still a far cry.
Reports, that the young Maldivians are
being radicalised and headed to Syria to
fight alongside Daesh/ ISIS are disturbing
for India. By published accounts,
Maldives has highest radicalised
population in the region and could be
using Indian airports for their transit to
Iraq/Syria.
Former President Gayoom, who used

to factor Indian security concerns in his
dealings with Pakistan and China, was
deposed and the country became a
democracy. The first elected President
Nasheed too was sensitive to security
concerns of the huge democracy of India
in Maldivian neighbourhood. However,
China had been active in the ouster of
Nasheed to achieve encirclement of India
in the Indian Ocean. The Chinese used
their close friendship with then Sri
Lankan President Rajpaksato instigate
domestic turbulence which resulted in
the house arrest of Nasheed and
installation of unelected President in
Waheed. India should have taken this
opportuntiy to reinstall Nasheed and
recommend a re-election. Instead, New
Delhi went along with the events and was
the first country to give official
recognition to the new government. The
elections which followed in September
2013 were rigged, with many non-resident
Maldiviansbased in Sri Lanka,and
manipulated by Chinese money power,
played a significant role.
Yameen, who came to power had a

visible tilt towards China and Pakistan.
The episode of GMR’s removal from Male

airport management, induction of
Chinese company in lieu, the land
acquisition bill amendment favouring
China are but a few significant matters
which have security implications for
India. Later, Maldives has leased number
of islands to China for development and
operating as tourist destination. Recently
agreements have been signed for Chinese
state company to develop seven domestic
airfields which will give the Chinese
surveillance ability over US assets in
Diego Garcia. There are indications that
some northern group of islands could be
leased to the Chinese for similar projects
of airfield development. Installation of air
surveillance radars on these islands could
give the Chinese full ability to monitor
aerial activities in Indian southern
peninsula. Point to note is that distance
between northern group of islands and
L&M islands is only 90 kilometers.
The attempt by two former Presidents,

Gayoom and Nasheed (in exile in the UK)
to  come together and defeat Yameen in
the next election is being resisted by
Yameen, who, to prevent success of a no
confidence motion, locked up the
parliament and used armed forces and
police to physically assault the members
of the house. A few important opposition
leaders were also arrested on frivolous
charge. The courts have been directed to
work overtime and finish judicial process
to announce imprisonment of these
members of parliament to reduce the
opposition numbers during no-
confidence motion. In the absence of
Nasheed, Gayoom remains the only
credible leader who can rally national
support, and he too is likely to be arrested
soon. This could be beginning of gang war
and possibly civil war like situation in
Maldives, which in turn could legalise
imposition of emergency and absolute
power to Yameen. India needs to take
action to preserve its influence in the
Maldives to preserve its security interests.
—Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM,

AVSM, NM and Bar is the former
Commander in Chief Western Naval

Command & former Chief of Integrated
Defence Staff.

POLITICS IN MALDIVES: WARNING SIGNS FOR YAMEÈN?
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM
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On 6 June 2017, ahead of the start of the
SCO summit in Astana in Kazakhstan, a
meeting took place between Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and President Xi
Jinping of China. The meeting, coming
on the heels of a series of contentious
issues between the two countries was
cordial, giving rise to the hope of
smoothening of diplomatic relations.
The preceding months had seen a
distinct cooling of relations, with Beijing
continuing to block New Delhi’s bid
seeking membership of the Nuclear
Suppliers Group, stonewalling India’s
attempts to sanction JeM chief Masood
Azhar at the UN and renaming places in
Arunachal Pradesh. India, on its part,
boycotted China’s high-profile Belt and
Road Forum held in Beijing in May, in
which 29 world leaders took part, much
to the former’s chagrin, as the China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
which is an important constituent of the
project, passes through Indian territory
illegally occupied by Pakistan.

The meeting on the sidelines of SCO
summit, however, flattered to deceive.
Within ten days, on 16 June 2017, a

Chinese road-construction party with
heavy equipment, accompanied by
soldiers of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA) of China, intruded into the Dolam
plateau and started work on extending
an unmetalled track in Bhutanese
territory. Personnel from the Bhutanese
Army who arrived at the scene found
themselves unable to stop the Chinese,
subsequent to which troops from the
Indian Army moved into the area, and
stopped the road construction. The face-
off between the Chinese and the Indian
troops has continued thereafter, with
neither side prepared to budge from their
position.

The area in contention — the Dolam
plateau — is however Bhutanese
territory, though China lays claims to it,
based on their interpretation of an
Anglo-Chinese convention of 1890.
Bhutan was however not a signatory to
the above convention, which in any case
has been overtaken by later day
agreements with Bhutan of 1988, 1998
and 2012, which clearly advocate the
maintenance of status quo in the
disputed areas till the issues are resolved
through dialogue. More than two dozen
meetings have taken place between
Bhutan and China on this issue without
making any headway. China’s attempt to
build a road through the Dolam plateau
is thus an attempt to change the status
quo and is in violation of the agreements
between Bhutan and China.

An understanding of the geography of
the place is important to grasp the
ground situation. The Chumbi Valley in
this region forms a wedge into India, with
Sikkim to the West and Bhutan to the
East. The trijunction between India,

Bhutan and Tibet in this region is at
Batang La. South of Batang La is the
Indian post Doka La. Further South,
about 6.5 km from Batang La is
Gymochen, which China claims as the
trijunction and on which it bases its
claim to the Dolam plateau. To the East of
Gymochen runs the Jampheri ridge, a
feature of great strategic significance,
which India and Bhutan believe China is
having an eye on. As per the agreement
between the Special Representatives of
India and China in 2012, the two sides
have to maintain the status quo until
their competing claims are resolved in
consultation with the third party, which
in this case is Bhutan. Gymochen is 20
km crow flight distance from the West
Bengal border.

North East of Doka La, is another
feature called Doklam, which has no
contiguity with India and which must not
be confused with the Dolam plateau. The
Doklam plateau is about 30 km away
from the stand off point at Dolam, near
Doka La. The Indian Ministry of External
Affairs and the Embassy of Bhutan in
New Delhi refer to the location of the
standoff as the Dolam plateau, which is
in the Doklam area.  

India is rightly concerned with the
Chinese attempts at unilaterally altering
the status quo. From southern tip of the
Chumbi Valley, Jalpaiguri is but 99 km
crow flight distance. This makes India
extremely vulnerable as the entire
Northeast India can be cut off from this
point. Chinese build up in this region is
dependent on road communications.
The Chinese have built a class 60 road
from Lhasa to Gyantse, which extends
deeper inside the Chumbi Valley. Several

INDIA CHINA STANDOFF:
HOW AND WHY

Apoorva Goel
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unmetalled tracks emanate from there,
one of which comes up to a point close to
Doka La. This 20 km long track is
classified as a class-5 track, meaning it
can take light vehicles. At the end of this
20 km track, is a “turning point”, a wider
area where large vehicles can reverse and
return. This turning point is a few metres
away from the Indian Army post at Doka
La, around 3.5 km short of Gymochen,
and approximately 3 km from Batang La
and is the place of the present standoff
between the two countries. Chinese
attempts to extend the road network in
Bhutanese territory pose a threat to India
which India will be naive to allow,
especially as such an attempt amounts to
altering of the status quo, which till now
has helped to maintain peace in the area.
Chinese military patrols have been
regularly coming up to the turning point
on the Class 5 track. Chinese graziers
often come up to the Torsa Nala. Chinese
military patrols have also been known to
go almost up to the Jampheri ridge, but
this is rare. In a sense, while the de jure
border is aligned with Batang La, the de
facto border has been at Doka La.

The last three years under the NDA
government have seen a markedly
different Indian government, which is
willing to protect its interests. India’s

diplomatic outreach to strengthen its ties
with the US, Japan, South Korea and
Israel marks a major shift from earlier
years when India was content to remain a
backroom player. To this end, India’s
efforts to get into the nuclear club and to
the UN’s highest decision-making body
are a work in progress. The Indian focus
on revitalising its economy is proceeding
apace, with India now the fastest growing
economy in the world, displacing China
from the top spot. While India is still far
from competing with China in the
economic and military sphere, it remains
a challenge to China to achieve regional
hegemony, in line with a Chinese saying
that one mountain can have only one
tiger. That role China has abrogated for
itself, which brooks no space for any
other. Indian absence from the Chinese
Road and Belt project thus was not
viewed favourably by China, which
expected India to fall in line with its
initiative. This explains consistent
Chinese attempts to give support to
Pakistan and to obstruct India’s entry into
the Nuclear club and to the UN Security
Council. 

So, what of the future? While the
conflict remains localised, it is fed by
wider geo-strategic concerns. China has
upped the ante by closing the pilgrims

route to Mansarovar via Nathu La pass
and through its state controlled Global
Times paper, has issued a veiled threat to
India that it could review its policy on
Sikkim and Bhutan. Whether China
embarks on such a course is open to
speculation, but the Chinese would do
well to remember that this could open
the doors to India to reexamine its
position on Tibet, which in any case was
an independent kingdom and acted as a
buffer between India and China.

While a conflict on a localised issue
will benefit no one, least of all India and
China, it is incumbent on the part of the
Chinese to respect Indian sensitivities in
the area and to adhere to the rule of law.
For India, the best remedy to avoid war is
to show the will and the resolve to fight
for the preservation of Bhutan’s territorial
integrity. While political and diplomatic
means must be exercised to avoid
conflict, India must remain military
prepared for any contingency.

(With inputs from Major General Dhruv
C Katoch)

Apoorva Goel is working as a research
intern with India Foundation. She is

pursuing her B.Com (Hons.) from Shri
Ram College of Commerce, New Delhi
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Amid the face off between India and
China over the Dolam plateau — an area
which belongs to Bhutan but is claimed
by China — an understanding of Chinese
military strategy throws up light on the
current aggressive and threatening
posture taken up by the Chinese media
over an issue which normally would not
invite such rhetoric. The People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) of China has
closely observed how the United States
has conducted its wars over the past two
decades, both in Afghanistan and in the
Gulf, and its military doctrine has been
greatly influenced by the  impact of
technology and communications on the
battle field. This has influenced to a large
extent, the approaches to what China
first termed ‘Local Wars Under Modern,
High-Tech Conditions’, and are now
calling ‘Local Wars Under
Informationalized Conditions’.PLA
theorists and planners believe future
campaigns will be conducted
simultaneously on land, at sea, in the air,
in space, and within the electronic
sphere. Preparation for conflict is based
on the following premises:
• Future wars will be shorter, perhaps
lasting only one campaign;

• Will almost certainly not entail the
occupation of China, although
Chinese political, economic, and
military centres are likely to be
attacked;

• Will involve joint military operations
across land, sea, air, cyberspace and
outer space, and the application of
advanced technology, especially
information technology.
Consequently, the modernisation of

the Chinese military is focussed on
preparing the PLA to fight and win

short-duration, high-intensity conflicts
along China’s periphery.This includes
scenarios for Taiwan, building counters
to third-party, including potential US
intervention in cross-Strait crises and
Chinese claims along its borders with
India. With an increase in its  military
capability, China has begun flexing its
muscles throughout Asia, sometimes
acting unreasonably. With India, its
relationship could be described as
stable at the strategic level but
aggressive at the tactical level and the
current stand off at the Dolam plateau is
proof of such behaviour.

PLA’s Military Modernisation
PLA has been focussed on augmenting
and expanding its force of ballistic
missiles (long-range and short-range),
cruise missiles, submarines, advanced
aircraft, and other modern systems. The
PLA is working toward these goals by
acquiring new foreign and domestic
weapon systems and military
technologies, promulgating new
doctrine for modern warfare, reforming
military institutions, personnel
development, enhancing professio-
nalism and improving exercise and
training standards. As of now however,
China’s ability to project conventional
military power beyond its periphery
remains limited. It thus advocates a
policy of “Active defense” which posits a
defensive military strategy and asserts
that China does not initiate wars or fight
wars of aggression, but engages in war
only to defend national sovereignty and
territorial integrity and attacks only
after being attacked. Beijing’s definition
of an attack against its territory, or what
constitutes an initial attack, is left vague,

however. In the Indian context, an
unresolved border dispute could well
result in China using force to reclaim
territory which China claims — and
justify the action as self defence. Once
hostilities have begun, evidence
suggests the characteristics of “active
defense” are distinctly offensive.
Advances in military technology provide
Beijing with an expanded set of limited
force options. Chinese operational-level
military doctrine defines these options
as “nonwar” uses of force—an extension
of political coercion and not an act of
war. With growth in China’s military
power, we can expect Chinese leaders to
resort to force or coercion more quickly
to press diplomatic advantage, advance
security interests, or resolve disputes.

While the military focus of China is
primarily aimed at countering the
United States, the capabilities and
competencies so developed can in any
event be used to resolve issues with
India or any other of China’s neighbours
from a position of strength. As part of its
war fighting strategy, the Chinese lay
great stress on psychological operations
in what they refer to as the ‘Three
Warfare’s’. This impliesdictating the
strategic terms of the conflict, by
influencing domestic opinion,
opposition will, and third-party
support. This is what is being plau=yed
out now on the Dolam plateau.

To set the strategic stage of the
conflict, the “Chinese People’s
Liberation Army Political Work
Regulations” which were promulgated
in 2003, sets forth among the tasks of
political work, the task of the “three
warfares” — psychological warfare,
public opinion warfare, and legal
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warfare. In the Indian context, this could
be aimed to:
• Sap Indian will and thereby win
without fighting.

• Attenuate alliances, thereby limiting
foreign support.

• Reinforce domestic will.
Psychological warfare (xinlizhan),

can occur at the tactical, operational, or
strategic level. But, according to some
PLA analyses, it is at the strategic level
that psychological warfare may have the
greatest impact, since it may undermine
the enemy’s entire will to resist.
Psychological warfare at that level is
aimed not only at an opponent’s
political and military leaders, but also at
their broader population. It is also
aimed at one’s own population and
leadership cohort, in order to
strengthen the will to fight. Finally, it
also targets third-party leaders and
populations, in order to encourage
support for one’s own side, and
discourage or dissuade them from
supporting an opponent.

In order to generate such effects,
Chinese writings suggest that
psychological warfare, including its
subordinate areas of public opinion and
legal warfare, will often begin before the
formal commencement of open
hostilities and will operate not only in
the military and diplomatic realms, but
also the political, economic, cultural,
and even religious arenas, which cannot
easily be done on short notice.

Public opinion warfare (yulunzhan)
refers to the use of various mass
information channels, including the
Internet, television, radio, newspapers,
movies, and other forms of media, to
generate public support both at home
and abroad for one’s own position and
create opposition to one’s enemy. In this
view, public opinion is now a distinct,
second battlefield, almost independent
of the physical one. The ability to shape
the narrative, so to speak, including
establishing moral ascendancy and
justification, requires long-term efforts.

Legal warfare (faluzhan) is the use of
domestic law, the laws of armed
conflict, and international law in

arguing that one’s own side is obeying
the law, the other side is violating the
law, and making arguments for one’s
own side in cases where there are also
violations of the law. As an example, the
Anti-Secession Law, passed on March
14, 2005, serves as a form of military
deterrent/coercion (junshiweishe),
through the use of legal warfare. Efforts
by Taiwan to secede would therefore
violate this law, and would lead to
punishing consequences.

Ultimately, the combination of the
“three warfares” constitutes a form of
defense-in-depth, but one that is
executed temporally (in order to delay
an opponent) and politically (by
fomenting public disagreement and
doubt), rather than physically. It is
aimed not only at an opponent’s
leadership and public support, but also
that of third parties; The goal remains
anti-access/area denial; it is simply the
means and the battlefields that have
shifted. The above fits in with the
Chinese concept as enunciated by Sun
Tzu of winning without fighting.

While the present stand off is unlikely
as of now to lead to a major conflict, it
certainly is a tool being used by China to
browbeat India into submission and at
the same time, get world support for its
action as being justified on legal grounds.
This presents a unique challenge to India
to maintain its position and standing in
the comity of nations. The pressure
tactics being employed by the Chinese
need to be countered and along with
that, the nation needs to be prepared for
war, should such a contingency arise.
While the focus of China’s military
modernisation in the near term appears
to be preparing for potential conflict in
the Taiwan Strait, analysis of Chinese
military acquisitions also suggests the
PLA is generating military capabilities
that go beyond a Taiwan scenario and
which have India as the possible
adversary.

The causative factors for conflict exist
in an unresolved border between Tibet
and India. China could also use war as a
means to divert the attention of its
people from domestic issues, to

preserve the dominance of the
Communist Party over the country. In
case of conflict, the first step would in
any case be setting up the strategic stage
of the conflict, through the ‘three
warfares — psychological warfare,
public opinion warfare, and legal
warfare. This may well be a year or two
before the actual conflict, in the hope of
achieving its aims without the need to
take recourse to war. In case China’s
political aims are not achieved though
the above, it could follow up with
military actions, as under:
• Cyber attacks to hit at Indian financial
and economic institutions.

• Exploiting the full range of space
warfare capabilities to achieve space
dominance.

• Concentrated SRBM attack, at key
command and communication nodes. 

• “Integrated Network Electronic
Warfare” as described earlier along
with limited kinetic strikes against key
C4 nodes to disrupt Indian battlefield
network information systems. 
The Chinese would seek conflict

termination at each stage of the
escalatory ladder. Build up of troops in
the Tibetan Plateau would take place
simultaneously for ground action if the
objectives have not been met by the
means employed earlier. Thereafter, we
could expect a conventional military
conflict.

From the Indian viewpoint, the
conduct of a successful defensive battle
would require negating Chinese actions
at each stage. We would require very
high capability in NCW, EW and space
warfare. It is also essential that the IAF
has dominance over the Tibetan plateau
if a successful defensive battle is to be
fought. Artillery voids need to be made
up at the earliest and logistic  capability
enhanced to defeat any Chinese designs
on our Northern and Eastern borders.
The real threat is not from the number
of divisions which the Chinese can
amass but from enhanced capabilities
which we need to match and surpass.
This must include the domain of
psychological warfare and perception
management operations.
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The stand off between Indian and
Chinese troops on the Dolam plateau in
Bhutan has all the potential of leading
to full scale war. My Battalion 4 Guards
(1RAJPUT) has had three tenures in
Sikkim including two at Jelep La and I
have been fortunate to have visited the
state several times thereafter. I also
have personally known Gen. Sagat
Singh and the Sikkimese Princesses
Pema Tseuden and Pema Choki whose
contributions to India and Tibet need to
be better known.
The Chumbi Valley is like a dagger

pointed at the neck. Only a thin strip of
land between the Himalayan state of
Bhutan and Tibet connect Assam to the
rest of India. In 1903 it was through the
Jalep La pass and Chumbi Valley that
the Younghusband mission went to
Lhasa massacring many innocent and
unarmed Tibetans on the way. Not
many people know that both the 1890
Anglo Chinese Convention and the
1893 Tibet Sikkim Convention have a
Hong Kong link. The negotiations were
carried out between two Englishmen
Henry Durand from the Indian side and

James Hart representing the Chinese
Imperial Customs and Frontier Service.
The British were keen to obtain
concessions for their interests in China
particularly Hong Kong and Kowloon.
To obtain these they accepted some
spurious demands of the Chinese. Hong
Kong as an entre-port for opium was a
more attractive market than barren
Tibet. The 1890 treaty was thus signed
by a Britisher who was employed by the
Chinese, and not by any Chinese
official! Also not well known is the fact
that the Chumbi Valley towns of
Gyantse and Yatung used to be the
summer capitals of Sikkim till 1948.In
1903, it was through the Jelep La pass
and Chumbi Valley that the
Younghusband mission went to Lhasa
massacring many innocent and
unarmed Tibetans on the way.

History
Chinese claims over Tibet are weak at
best, notwithstanding their high
decibel claims that Tibet was always a
part of China, which is not factual.
Chinese claims on Tibet are premised
on the fact that during the reign of the
Mongol Emperor Chengez Khan and his
heirs particularly Kublai Khan when
Marco polo visited China, Tibetan
representatives were seen in the Court
at Peking. But at that time, China itself
was a part of the Mongolian Empire and
Tibet and Mongolia have always had
close relations which continue even till
today. When Chengez and Kublai ruled
China, the relationship between Tibet
and Mongolia was never between
master and vassal, but as equals. So why
did Nehru cede Tibet to China?

Nehru’s knowledge of history was
sketchy and moreover stemmed from
the viewpoint of the English, who wrote
that history. But more than his lack of
knowledge of history was his shocking
ignorance of geography. In a letter he
wrote to the Chief Ministers during his
journey from Sikkim to Bhutan via the
Chumbi Valley, he expressed surprise at
seeing trees and forests when all he
expected was a barren waste land,
which perhaps also explains why he
thought Ladakh too was a wasteland
where not a blade of grass grew! His
admiration of the socialist cause and
the Stalinist model of governance made
him more amenable to the Chinese
viewpoint at the expense of the Tibetan
people, which has led to the near
extinction of an ancient civilisation and
people, and also created an insoluble
problem for India. Morally and legally,
the ‘Hanification’ of the Tibetan
population is genocide by another
name. Linguistically, racially, culturally,
and genetically the Tibetan are a
different race from the Han Chinese
and so are the Mongols, Manchurians,
and many other ethnic minority
groups, millions of whom have been
killed in the process of Hanification.
Few people know that prior to the

adoption of Buddhism as a state
religion and its emphasis on ahimsa as
a guiding principle for state policy and
individual conduct, the Tibetans were a
powerful and warlike people who
dominated an immense swath of land
starting from China to Western Iran.
This lesson perhaps must never be lost
on nations who seek to maintain their
independence. Also not well known is

TIBET ABANDONED AND THE
LESSONS OF NATHU LA

Maj Chandrakant Singh, VrC
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the fact that when the Chinese Army
invaded Tibet in 1950, they found
themselves short of food even after
having ransacked the country side of all
food supplies. It was the Nehru
government which supplied huge
quantities of rice from India via Jelep La
Pass in Sikkim. Then, in 1952, Nehru
agreed to downgrade India’s
representation in Tibet to consul-
general, implicitly conceding that
Tibet’s foreign relations were controlled
by China. Two years later he agreed to
withdraw the Indian Military posts and
trade representative from the Chumbi
Valley that had been established by
Young husband. During the hasty and
ill planned withdrawal from Yatung and
Gyantse several lives were lost
including that of the Company
Commander of the 2nd Battalion Jat
Regiment Major Nagal, whose son, Lt
Gen BS Nagal is the present Director of

the Centre for Land Warfare Studies
(CLAWS). With great difficulty and
persuasion was a team from 1Maratha
under Major Brar allowed to proceed to
Yatung and recover the bodies (Brar
later rose to the rank of Lt Gen. and is
more prominently known for his role in

clearing the Golden Temple of
terrorists). Nehru also had the
telegraphic link to Lhasa and other
facilities handed over to China. India
thus, not only gave up all claims in Tibet
but also surrendered Tibet’s rights to
have independent relations with the
outside world. India’s trade
representatives at Kashgar, Gartok,
Yatung and Gyantse were withdrawn
cutting off centuries old links to Tibet.
In the Panchsheel Agreement signed a
year later at the Bandung Conference,
whatever residual interests and rights
that India had in Tibet evaporated.
Another fact which has been kept

hidden from the gaze of the Indian
public is that in 1951, just after the relics
of the Buddha’s disciples which had
been returned by UK had been
exhibited in Gangtok and Kalimpong,
India not only facilitated the journey to
Lhasa but played host to the newly
appointed Chinese Military Governor of
Tibet, General Chang Chin Wu even
after having received reports of
atrocities being committed by the first
batch of Chinese invaders led by
General Liu Po Cheng. At this point in
time, access to Tibet from China was
very difficult, so much so that the
Chinese Military Governor of Tibet had
to proceed to Lhasa via Calcutta and
Sikkim like Younghusband before him.
If one Chinaman found it difficult to go
to Lhasa directly how much more
difficult it would have been to move an
entire Army and then support it. India’s
blindness after Independence led to the
fiasco in 1962.
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The Face-off at Nathu La
At this point, mention need to be made
of what happened in 1967, just a few
years after the debacle in 1962. Here,
the role of General Sagat Singh needs
special mention. Sagat is rightfully
remembered for his role in the 1971
War, but to me, his audacity and moral
courage in disregard of his superior’s
orders in taking on the Chinese in
Sikkim in 1965 and 1967 is
unequalled. It must not be
forgotten that these actions took
place just three years after India
had been humiliated by the
Chinese in 1962. Our Government
and the defence establishment
was extremely apprehensive and
nervous about our Army’s ability
to handle the Chinese. Sagat
however had no such doubts and
turned the tables on the Chinese.
For this action alone he deserves a
special place in the annals of
Indian military history, for the
action at Nathu La restored our
self-confidence and pride which
proved to be battle winning factors
in 1971.
In 1965, during the Indo

Pakistan War, the Chinese, in order
to help Pakistan, issued an
ultimatum to India to vacate
Nathu La, Jelep La and the
adjacent passes on the Sikkim
Tibet boundary. General
Manekshaw was the Eastern Army
Commander and General Aurora was
GOC XXXIII CORPS under whom was 17
Division with Sagat as GOC at Gantok,
responsible for Nathu La and Cho La.
Jelep La near the tri-junction of India,
Bhutan and Tibet was under GOC 27
Mountain Division. Eastern Command
and HQ XXXIII Corps had issued orders
to 17 Div and 27 Div that in case of
hostilities they were to vacate the posts
on the watershed and fall back to the
depth positions at Chhangu and
Lumthu respectively, leaving behind
only observation posts at the passes.
Sagat however felt that the natural

boundary was the watershed at the
passes and adjoining heights and

refused to pull back his troops. Instead,
he went about having the border
demarcated by laying a wire fence at the
pass to clearly demarcate the boundary.
Sagat understood that in the
mountains, anyone who controlled the
heights had an unassailable advantage
so he went about strengthening his
positions and siting his observation
posts from where they could look deep

into the Chumbi Valley and bring down
effective artillery fire right up to Yatung.
There was a lot of pushing and jostling
the like of which we have seen recently
on TV but Sagat refused to budge and in
fact at Cho La which is a few kilometres
North of Nathu La there was a fire fight
and the Chinese were pushed back a
couple of kilometres.
Whilst Sagat’s Division was holding
its ground and refusing to vacate
the dominating features, the GOC
of 27 Division at Jelep La and the
Tri-junction area withdrew his
troops to the rear positions
vacating the dominating heights
which were promptly occupied by
the Chinese. This domination of
the heights is what is making the
Chinese assume an aggressive
posture. The defence of this area is
critical for India, should we lose it
then it is all the way downhill to the
plains of North Bengal and the
narrow strip of land barely thirty
kilometres wide that connects
Assam to the rest of the country.
Having gained an upper hand at
Jelep La, the Chinese felt confident
enough to try their luck again at
Nathu La in 1967 but here they did
not take into account the presence
of Sagat. Having gained an upper
hand in 1965 he was not the man to
give it up, come what may. He had
appreciated that dominating
Nathu La was critical to the

defence of Gangtok which is a few
thousand feet lower and not too far
from the pass. Loss of Nathu La would
thus endanger Gangtok. So, keeping the
national interest in mind, he was
prepared to take on the Chinese with all
the resources at his command, even at
the risk of incurring the disapproval of
his superior commanders and putting
his career on the line.
On 13 August 1967 our observation

posts reported that some Chinese
troops had crossed over and dug some
trenches on our side of the border.
When they were challenged they filled
up the trenches and withdrew. But they
installed several loud speakers and
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beamed propaganda on to our side.
Sagat countered this by installing more
powerful loudspeakers in a tit for tat
game of one-upmanship. He however
realised that the Chinese were starting
something new and after getting a
clearance from Corps Headquarters
decided to demarcate the border and
strengthen the barbed wire fencing with
concertina coils. The Chinese tried to
prevent this and several eye ball to eye

ball encounters which ended in scuffles
took place. The Jat troops of 3
Grenadiers like all Jats are big in build
and have a powerful physique so they
always got the better of the Chinese.
The Chinese, realising that they could
not best the Grenadiers started to resort
to stone pelting which was answered in
a like manner by our troops. Several
minor injuries were sustained by troops
on both sides.

On 11 December things came to a
head when the Chinese opened fire on
our troops laying the wire. Col Rai
Singh, CO 2 Grenadiers was hit and so
were several other troops. Seeing their
CO hit, the Grenadiers went mad with
rage and charged the enemy positions.
Several of our men were mowed by
Chinese machine guns but some
managed to reach their bunkers and
took on the Chinese with their bayonets
and hand to hand combat. But a
company of 18 Rajputs and the
Engineer personnel laying the wire
were caught in the open and suffered
heavy casualties.
Sagat, as was his habit, was close to

the front. Seeing the situation had
escalated and we had suffered
considerable casualties, he ordered
artillery fire from his medium 5.5 inch
guns to be brought down on the
Chinese positions. Ever since he had
taken over 17 Division in 1965 he had
positioned his artillery observation
posts on heights overlooking the
Chinese positions not only in the front
but deep inside Chumbi Valley upto and
beyond Yatung. These artillery OPs did a
sterling job, and the Chinese positions
at Nathu La were devastated and
positions in the rear were also targeted
and destroyed.
Sagat as a Divisional Commander did

not have the authority to open fire with
his medium guns, so the moment HQ
Eastern Command and XXXIII came to
know that he had deployed his medium
guns they called for an explanation.
Anticipating this, Sagat made himself
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unavailable on radio and telephone and
continued to conduct the battle
according to his own plan till all Chinese
positions at the pass had been
neutralised. Thereafter, a ceasefire was
declared and bodies of the dead
exchanged. Many acts of
unprecedented valour were performed
and Sagat ensured that they received
due recognition. There were also a few
cases of desertion of duty which Sagat
enquired into and the guilty were
brought before courts martial and those
found guilty were punished. We had
suffered heavy casualties — 65 dead and
about 145 wounded — but the Chinese
had lost many times more. Their dead
were about three hundred and of the
wounded about twice that number.
After the ceasefire when normalcy

had returned Sagat’s Division was in a
commanding and advantageous
position at Nathu La, but his superiors
were none too pleased at his open
defiance of their instructions and after a
couple of months Sagat was shifted to

the command of a non-operational
formation, 101 Communication Zone
based at Shillong. But no one could
keep Sagat down, for just a few months
later, Sagat was leading the campaign
against the rebels in Mizo Hills and in
two years had successfully restored
normalcy.
Whereas Sagat went on to win

further laurels in the service of India his
counterpart, the obedient commander
of 27 Division at Jelep La who vacated
the pass when not even threatened has
left behind a permanent headache and
security problem for India. The
problem has got more complicated as
the exact spot where the recent incident
has taken place lies within Bhutan and
we are guarantors of Bhutan’s defence.
It was heartening to see big built Sikhs
pushing back the Chinese in the
present face off at Dolam.
We are also fortunate that the Army

has in General Bipin Rawat a Chief who
like Gen. Sagat earlier is no push over
and the country can feel assured that

our interests will be safeguarded. The
results of Gen. Rawat’s leadership can
be seen in the increasing numbers of
terrorists being eliminated in Kashmir.
But what disturbs me is where are our
left liberal shouting brigades when
Bhutan, the most peaceful and
beautiful country is being bullied by
China. They are totally exposed and
need to be dealt with. The Indian media
needs to stop giving them free air time.
The lesson of Nathu La is one we must
never forget. Firmness pays. And
National Defence can never be
compromised.

Commissioned in 4 Guards, Major
Chandrakant Singh, VrC is a veteran of
the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War,
where he was wounded and awarded
the VrC for conspicuous gallantry and
courage displayed throughout the war.

Popularly called ‘Paunchy’ by his
friends, he took premature retirement
in 1977 and is now involved in writing
and speaking on environmental and

defence related issues.
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DEVELOP COMPREHENSIVE
NATIONAL POWER

Lt Gen Vijay Oberoi, PVSM, AVSM, VSM

Since the Independence in 1947, our
defence forces have been engaged in
active operations on a sustained basis,
with only short periods of peace. These
challenges have helped them to earn a
formidable reputation of a force that
delivers, usually against heavy odds.
Despite the above, our higher defence
structure is archaic; no formalised
strategies at the national level exist and
our decision-making is excessively slow.
There are both organisational and
attitudinal reasons for this. In
organisational terms, we have a costly
defence research department, whose
output has been much below
expectations. In addition, we have a
huge but flabby conglomerate of the
Defence Public Sector Undertakings
and a large number of Ordnance
Factories set up decades back, with
wasteful manpower and exorbitant
costs, resulting in grossly inadequate
output.

Comprehensive National Power
The phrase ‘Higher Defence

Management’ usually conjures up
images of only the military but this is
not at all correct, as the ‘Defence
Management’ encompasses bringing
together all instruments of the nation.
All agencies and departments of the
government, as well as many others
have to be involved in some manner in
ensuring that the national aims, as
related to defence, are achieved. Waging
war and meeting warlike challenges
today is a complex phenomenon and
such complexities are likely to increase
in future. Consequently, integrated and
holistic structures are not just desirable
butan imperative.

India is classified as a regional power
today but it has the potential to play an
even bigger role. We need to wield
influence in the extended Southern
Asian Region and over time also
influence events at the global level. The
creation and sustenance of an
environment that nurtures these
aspirations necessitates development
of what is now known as the
Comprehensive National Power (CNP).
There are many ingredients that make
up the CNP, but perhaps the most
important is a structure for the Higher
Defence that is able to take smart, well-
reasoned and quick decisions,
especially when the country is in a crisis
mode. This cannot be done if each
instrument in the country works
independently.

Higher Defence Structures
Since the Independence, we have been
stuck with a system based on the British
legacy of planning and decision-
making, which has failed to achieve any

substantive gains. This must change as
the status quo will take us nowhere.
Lord Ismay, a senior staff officer to the
then Viceroy, had evolved our higher
defence structure after the
Independence. This consists of inter-
locking committees, at three levels,
which are meant to give ‘full political
control and yet ensure functional
integration between the three Services,
without bureaucratic control’. The
structure still continues but dilutions
have taken place.

At the apex of this structure is the
Cabinet Committee of Security (CCS). It
consists of the Prime Minister, Defence
Minister and some selected Ministers,
with the Service Chiefs and Defence
Secretary in attendance at all meetings.
The second level is the Defence
Minister’s Committee (DMC), chaired
by the Defence Minister, with Service
Chiefs, Defence Secretary and Financial
Adviser (Defence Services), as
members. It serves as the top policy
formulation organ in the Ministry of
Defence (MoD). It was later converted
as the Morning Meeting of the Defence
Minister, thus further reducing its
efficacy.

The third level is the Chiefs of Staff
Committee (COSC). It is a forum for the
three Service Chiefs to discuss matters
having a bearing on the activities of the
Services and also to advise the Ministry.
In theory, the COSC is the highest
authority on military matters in the
country. However, a major shortcoming
of this body is that it exercises no real
power, as its rotational Chairman
exercises command only over his own
Service, while the three Service Chiefs
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are individually responsible to the
Defence Minister. Hence, no
worthwhile decisions can be taken.
There are other committees too but like
all committees, their output is just
marginal. Over the years, many have
become defunct.

Ministry Of Defence
It is manned exclusively by civil
generalists, having little or no
knowledge of ‘matters military’. Yet, it
frames policy directions on defence and
security related matters and
communicates them for
implementation to the Services
Headquarters.In 1955, the
Commanders-in-Chief were re-
designated as Chiefs of Staff, resulting
in the MoD acquiring a status exclusive
of the Chiefs and their headquarters.
This resulted in the armed forces
headquarters functioning as
subordinate offices outside the
framework of the central government.
This was changed to the ‘associate
headquarters’ in 2001, but it was only a
change of phrase, devoid of anything
substantive.

After over a decade, as a sop to the
directions issued after the Kargil war by
the Group of Ministers (GoM) in 2001,
the designation was changed to the
Integrated Headquarters of the MoD. It
is a meaningless exercise in semantics,
as there is hardly any integration of the
three Services, let alone with the MoD.
The MoD wields all powers and being
an integral part of the government, it is
part of the policy formulation process
but the Service Headquarters have been
deliberately kept out. This led an

analyst to comment: “In no other major
democracy are the armed forces given
so insignificant a role in policy making
as in India”. He had also added that “In
no other country, do they accept it with
the docility they do in India!” A great
pity in both counts indeed. 

Security Strategies
National security strategies must be
framed for the extension of vital
interests of the nation, against existing
and potential adversaries. These are the
fountainhead from which defence
policies, military strategy and
ultimately, the tools to implement
defence policies are evolved. 

It is unfortunate that even after four
full-fledged wars consisting of one
border war and a plethora of counter-
insurgency operations where the armed
forces have distinguished themselves
with their valour and sacrifices, the
nation has been unable to evolve
comprehensive strategies for optimally
using the military and other
components of national power. We
continue to depend on ad-hoc and
bureaucratic structures for the higher
management of defence.

Current Infirmities
The major infirmity of our current
higher defence structure lies in keeping
the military outside the government,
resulting in the receiving of second-
hand advices by the political leadership.
Inevitably, it is filtered or altered to suit
the perspectives of the bureaucrats.
This is a fundamental issue, which
needs to be changed immediately. This
would improve politico-military

responses to challenges and threats,
enhance cost- effectiveness and assist
in the best employment of the armed
forces. 

The second infirmity is no
integration of the MoD and Service
Headquarters. Unless this is done, no
major structural changes are possible.
In addition, ministries that deal with
security issues like Defence, External
Affairs, Finance and Home must be
manned by integrated staff from each
other, including military personnel.
This must not be token representation.
As a corollary, civil officials should also
be posted in Service Headquarters.
Over the years, the armed forces have
become isolated from such important
subjects as formulation of nuclear
policy, the Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT), Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty (NPT), military use
of Space, disarmament initiatives,
chemical weapons policies or treaties
and missile technologies.

National Security Council
An NSC (National Security Council),
headed by a National Security Advisor
(NSA) was created in 1999. So far, five
incumbents have headed this
appointment; three were retired
diplomats and two, including the
present incumbent, were retired
intelligence officers. Unfortunately, all
incumbents have been unable to
discard their comfort zone of the
diplomatic or bureaucratic approach
and have contributed little to the
enhancement of security strategies of
the nation. 

Successive governments have not
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thought it fit to appoint a military
person as the NSA; reasons can only be
conjectured. Even in the NSC
Secretariat, the obvious security
specialists viz. military officers have
only a nominal presence. In totality, the
NSC has produced neither policies nor
any worthwhile security strategies! 

Hard, Soft and Smart Power
Hard power refers to coercive tactics,
not necessarily only military, while the
phrase ‘soft power’ is the ability of
nations to obtain what it wants through
co-option and attraction. India’s soft
power is based on its social and cultural
values, the Indian diaspora abroad and
its knowledge base. Wise and judicious
employment of both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’
powers is ‘smart’ power. It is used to
advance national aims efficiently.
Advancing smart power is now a
national security imperative. By
blending brains and brawn in judicious
proportions we create smart power.

Recommended Transformation
Our slow decision-making systems and
processes must change. The
transformation should begin with the
development of realistic strategic
directions. In its absence, a
comprehensive national military
strategy cannot be evolved. Once this is
done, the military will be able to decide
on the details of restructuring. A major
recommendation of the Kargil Review
Committee (2001) was the need to set
up joint structures. While an integrated
defence headquarters and two joint
commands were formed, a key
recommendation ie the establishment
of the post of Chief of Defence Staff
(CDS), remains unimplemented even
after 16 years. Resultantly, the
integrated headquarters get its
directions from the ineffective Chiefs of
Staff Committee or works without
directions! We must seriously address
joint warfare. Modern wars and
conflicts cannot be fought with
outdated structures, wherein the
Services conduct operations
independently, with coordination only

being achieved with organisations as
old as nearly seven-eight decades back.
This must change, so that we are able to
generate the necessary synergy, so
essential for winning conflicts, battles
and wars.

The appointing of a CDS and gradual
addition of new joint commands must
be carried out with urgency. Besides the
joint geographical commands, there are
other areas like Special Forces, Space,
Training, Communications and
Logistics, which lend themselves for
restructuring into joint commands.
Complete integration of the MoD and
the Service Headquarters needs to be
carried out immediately. There is also a
need to integrate those ministries and
agencies which deal with similar
subjects. Ministries of Defence,
External Affairs and Home must be
manned by integrated staff from each
other. This must not be a token
representation but substantial numbers
must be posted across these ministries.
The same is applicable to
representation between the Ministry of
Finance, MoD and the Services.

Merger of Services Headquarters
with the MoD and their re-designation
as Departments of the Army, Navy and
Air Force under their CDS would
achieve multiple gains. Aside from
creating an integrated approach, the
politico-military considerations would
be objective and comprehensive,
through military representation in the
decision-making loop. The need is for a
multi-disciplinary International
Security Affairs (ISA) division in the
Integrated MoD, which would
proactively deal with nuclear issues like
the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty
(CTBT), Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)
and Fissile Material Cutoff Treaty
(FMCT) negotiations and policies.

Military as bulwark 
Peace is vital for India but it cannot be
achieved by neglecting and
downgrading the military. No country
has achieved its aims with a weak
military machine or by appeasement.
The nation has to defend its vital

interests by all means. This cannot be
done by structures that work in
compartments like we have today. We
also need the political will, without
which nothing can happen.We have to
think and act jointly and all instruments
of the nation must act as one. Simply
talking of the CNP is lip service, which
fools no one.

The world over, mature democracies
have integrated ministries and
departments of defence but India
continues to be a singular exception.
The present structure leads to
avoidable communication gaps, delays
and dysfunctions in decision-making. It
must change. Management of higher
defence needs to be proactive, efficient
and long-term oriented, amalgamating
foreign and internal security policies
and incorporating all relevant
instruments of the nation. An
integrated MoD would not only
eliminate the current infirmities but
also result in higher levels of synergy,
efficiency and decision- making ability.
Military officers with domain
knowledge must be inducted in senior
appointments in the MoD, so that
military viewpoints are considered
from the very inception of all issues.

Today’s reality is that India is facing
the strategic environment of the 21st
century with its higher defence
structures largely as they were in the
1940’s. This is a recipe for disaster.
Ossified structures tend to curb
initiative, risk-taking and integrity,
which have traditionally been the
hallmark of the Indian military.

Lt Gen. Vijay Oberoi, PVSM, AVSM,
VSM is a former Vice Chief of Army

Staff (VCOAS) and Founder Director of
the Centre for Land Warfare Studies

(CLAWS)

(This article was first published in the
July 2017 issue of DEFENCE AND

SECURITY ALERT, and is reprinted
here with the permission of the

publisher)
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“the Great Game ...which grew out of
intense Anglo-Russian rivalry in Asia
during the 19th century...The shadowy
contest began in earnest in the 1830s
...Whether there was really a threat to
India is a question which still exercises
historians...At the same time that the
Tsarist armies were driving eastwards
towards the Pacific and southwards
towards India, the British were pressing
northwards into the Himalayan and
Karakoram regions in search of India’s
‘natural frontiers’.”
Robert Shaw in his book Visits to High

Tartary, 1871.

“Gradually the Penlop (chieftain) of
Tongsa had established himself as the
effective ruler of Bhutan and had been
recognised as Maharaja by the
Government of India, to whom he
conceded control of foreign relations of
Bhutan... In 1914 I had visited the then
Maharaja... The Maharaja of Sikkim
insisted on providing a litter and
bearers who carried me (Sic. from
Gangtok) in great comfort eight
thousand feet uphill... to Nathu La, and

five thousand feet to where the route to
Bhutan (Sic. Doklam plateau) crosses
the Chhumbi valley. Here the
Bhutenese carriers took on the task
and carried me uphill and downhill to
Ha, Raja Dorji’s headquarters... he was
the Maharaja’s chief link with the outer
world and the Government of India”
Sir BJ Gould in his book, The Jewel in

the Lotus, 1957

“In the heydays of the British Empire,
Sikkim had for all political and
diplomatic purposes been absorbed as
a Protectorate of India but Bhutan
which was and remained inaccessible
to the World except on horse (pony) or
Yak-back was accepted as an
independent buffer State.”

When India awoke to its “tryst with
destiny” at the midnight stroke of mid
August 1947, she had inherited two tri-
junctions on her international
boundaries; one on its extreme North
Western tip and the second on the
farthest North Eastern tip. The NW tri-
junction (NWT) was loaded with the
intrigues of the Colonial era’s fabled
“the Great Game”, visualising hoards of
Russian military pouring in to the
Subcontinent via the tri-junction of the
Wakhan Corridor of Afghanistan with
the Kashgarh Khanate (present day
Tajikistan) and India. The NE tri-
junction, in contrast, was a mere
geographical entity, sans any intrigues
yet, where melded the boundaries of
Tibet, Burma (Myanmar) and India.
And for the record, yes there was a mini
third tri-junction (almost
inconsequential till October, 1962) mid

way the afore-stated two, where India,
Tibet and Bhutan met in what is today
the West Kameng District of Arunachal
Pradesh.
Now, commencing in 1952 when

legions of the PLA marched into Tibet
with intent of de facto usurpation and
amalgamation of the centuries old
Buddhist country in to mainland China
writ large through wholesale atrocities
inflicted on cultural and human rights,
India had to ipso facto contend with a
fourth tri-junction, namely over the
Doka La ridge where henceforth would
intersect the boundaries of China,
Bhutan and India. However, around the
mid 1960s, once Pakistan had
clandestinely ceded to China the
Shaksgam Valley of India (a narrow
wedge between the Siachen Glacier and
the International boundary) the NWT at
the Wakhan Corridor passed outside
Indian jurisdiction. The world at large
and indeed India, at the time, had no
sense of the Chinese long term
machinations of their blue print for the
Karakoram Highway and its alignment
over the then Indian held, Khunjerab
Pass! The apologists of China need to
take note, please.
Almost 150 years ago, the

Government of India had in the “search
of India’s natural frontiers” entered into
a protocol, recognising Bhutan as a
sovereign Country with the proviso that
its foreign relations with other nation
states will be conducted in consultation
with India. India on its part gave carte
blanche guarantee of non interference
in Bhutan’s domestic governance,
economy et al. This arrangement
remained unchanged except for one

INDIA’s TRYST WITH
TRIJUNCTIONS

Lt Gen. Baljit Singh, AVSM, VSM
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minor change mutually accepted by
both countries, in 1910.
That was the year when the Chinese

first attempted to change their status
quo, vis-à- vis Tibet. Possibly, the
Chinese were unsettled by the British
Military intervention in Tibet, led by
Lieutenant Colonel Francis
Younghusband with an Army Brigade
sized force camping under the shadow
of the Pota La, in 1904. Although the
Younghusband mission vacated Lhasa
in about two months but it extracted
several concessions for India, the most
significant being a permanent presence
of four “Trade Agencies”, one each at
Gartok, Shigatse, Gyantse and Lhasa.
Each was headed by a Captain of the
Indian Army and one Platoon of regular
Indian Army was positioned at each
mart, for perimeter defence. As an
aside, the Platoon Commander at
Gyantse was Lieutenant Claude
Auchinleck who forty years later (1942)
would inflict a crushing defeat on
Rommel at Marakesh (Libya) but that
wily “Desert Fox” regained balance
almost at once and drove Auchinleck
back to Cairo. Field Marshal Claude
Auchinleck would return to India and
remain C-in-C in India, till 1946. And on
retirement, would build a house at the
Marakesh Battle site, to live out his life
and ultimately be buried in the
compound of that mansion!
As a riposte to the Younghusband

mission, the Chinese invaded Tibet in
1910 and the Dalai Lama sought refuge
in India, for nearly two years. This had
been happening, time and again and
the Tibetan Government had an
earmarked bungalow in Kalimpong
(Shikabpa House, belonging to a noble
family from Lhasa) which became the
official residence of the Dalai Lamas, in

India. Although the Chinese Army
incursion posed no threat to Bhutan,
but the Indian Government sought to
allay their discomfort and it was
mutually agreed that the British Agent
(plenipotentiary) in Sikkim would also

be accredited to Bhutan. In turn, in
1911 the King of Bhutan was conferred
the G.C.I.E. and Major FM Bailey, the
Political Agent at Gangtok (who in 1913-
14 would, along with Major Henry
Morshead traverse the ground and

INDIA’S TRIJUNCTIONS
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survey the entire alignment which
today is the McMahon Line), was
dispatched to Bhutan to confer the
honour on the King on behalf of the
British Government.
The mode of travel to Bhutan in 1911

was a shade worse than what Sir BJ
Gould had stated prevalent in 1947
(extract reproduced above) but Bailey
was a veteran of the 1904 mission to
Lhasa and much else and was
accustomed to such hardships but his
narrative of the ceremony connected
with the G.C.I.E. which took place in the
temple at Bumthang (Sic. in Central

Bhutan) is worth recounting from his
biography “Beyond The Frontiers” by
Arthur Swinson, 1971:
“Red brocade carpets and silk had

been spread and we were met at the
door by his Highness. He sat on a throne
with his back to the windows, I, a little
lower on his right, and the rest in a line
at right-angles. Opposite them were
Lamas in robes, I made a short speech
in Tibetan (Sic. Bailey was a confidant of
the Dalai Lama as he could converse
with him in fluent Tibetan without
interpreters), then hung the gold chain
on his neck and fixed the star and

presented a scarf. In return he placed
around my neck three scarves, red,
green and white.”
Despite the decor of the ceremony,

the King himself was in robes of a
common Bhutanese citizen and
barefooted which is inexplicable but is a
fact as evident from a photograph from
the archives of the Royal Geographical
Society, London. In fact, Bailey in his
full dress uniform looks an incongruous
misfit. Bailey was a graduate from the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst who
had volunteered for the Indian Army
and was commissioned in to 32 Sikh
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THE ROUTE TAKEN WAS THE SAME AS BY MAJOR BAILEY, THAT IS NATHU LA TO YATUNG IN THE CHHUMBI
VALLEY AND THEN EASTWARDS OVER DOKA LA RIDGE TO ENTER THE HA VALLEY AND NORTHWARDS OVER
ANOTHER RIDGE TO ENTER THE PARO VALLEY FOR PARLEYS WITH THE KING OF BHUTAN. THE TIMING
WAS OF ESSENCE BECAUSE A YEAR LATER THE PLA IN TIBET WOULD COMPEL THE DALAI LAMA TO FLEE
TIBET BY NIGHT WHERE HE LIVES IN EXILE TO THIS DAY.
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Pioneers (presently, 1 Sikh LI) but had
later sought transfer to the Political
Department.
By 1957, it had become amply clear

that the Chinese were intent on total
absorption of Tibet as a part of the PRC
and it was feared that the Dalai Lama
may even be imprisoned. China’s
aggressive intents for territorial, illegal
aggrandisement had been fairly well
read both by Prime Minister Nehru and
the Home Minister, Sardar Patel but the
post WW II downsized Indian Army was
woefully inadequate to defend both the
Western and Northern borders
simultaneously. And recognising this
reality, India once again moved to
assuage the growing anxieties of Bhutan
within the framework of the Treaty
Protocol to assist Bhutan to defend her
sovereignty. And PM Nehru did just
that.  
By then there was a rough jeepable,

narrow track up to Nathu La but for the
better part of the ten day to and fro
journey to Paro in September 1957, PM
Nehru and his party alternated Yak-
back travel with walking where
gradients were comfortable. The route
taken was the same as by Major Bailey,
that is Nathu La to Yatung in the

Chhumbi Valley and then Eastwards
over Doka La ridge to enter the Ha
Valley and Northwards over another
ridge to enter the Paro Valley for parleys
with the King of Bhutan. The timing was
of essence because a year later the PLA
in Tibet would compel the Dalai Lama
to flee Tibet by night where he lives in
exile to this day.
A similar mission was undertaken

yet even in October 1962 when17
Infantry Division was post haste
mobilised and positioned around
Hashimara and its GOC, Major General
KP Candeth was rushed to meet the
King at Thimpu with Indian assurances
of all possible measures in the event of
PLA intruding in to Bhutan. As a Grade
3, General Staff Officer, I accompanied
the GOC with maps etc and it took us
over twelve hours by jeep/
bulldozers/dumper-trucks (suitably
located by Colonel Upadhya, the Officer
Commanding the BRO road
detachments) over very rough hewn
trace-cut alignment of the 150 km road,
under construction. But again, the
timing was significant that India stood
by the Treaty Protocol.
The ongoing “standoff” at the

vicinity of the Doka La tri-junction in

not any hostile intent on the part of
India to provoke any military
misadventure with China but simply an
assurance to Bhutan of India’s
commitment to their mutual treaty
obligations, in much the same spirit as
PRC stands by North Korea. The
Chinese must show magnanimity of a
Super Power and desist from sabre
rattling at the drop of a hat. And India,
in its long term National interest must
operationalise its first Mountain Strike
Corps to the “fit for war” status the
soonest, get the Government to re-
sanction the Second Mountain Strike
Corps (as was the initial, rational
intention in 2007) and most
importantly firm up its nuclear-triad
capabilities, beyond doubt of its
neighbouring nations.

Commissioned in the Regiment of
Artillery in July 1956,Lt Gen. Baljit

Singh, AVSM, VSM, retired on 31 July
1992 after 36 years of distinguished

service. A keen sportsman,
accomplished writer and noted
environmentalist, he is an active

promoter of Conservation of Nature,
more so within and by the Armed

Forces.
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It was a biting cold, late winter evening
in Jan 2004, at Baramula — a border
town with the notorious and well
deserved reputation for being the hub
of terrorism in North Kashmir. I was the
GOC of the Division headquartered
there. It was past the witching hour and
I must have dozed off in the first
interlude of sleep in an active, 18 hour
day when I got a call on the phone. The
operator displayed his urgency by
prefacing the call as “Urgent,” then said,
“IED phata hai, Sahib. Capt Devika
Gupta aap se baat karna chahti hain. MI
Room se bol rahi hain..."
Soldiers in Kashmir sleep with their

weapons and I was no different. In two
minutes, I was in uniform. The QRT was
ready too and we were racing out of the
GOC's Bungalow nestling on the banks
of the River Jhelum. The MI Room was
close by and when I arrived, there was
subdued activity. The RR soldier was
part of a Unit crossing Baramulla for a
night domination patrol when he had
stepped on an IED (improvised
explosive device) disguised as a
transistor. His intestines had spilt out
and his team had rushed him to the MI

room, where the medical officer, Capt
Devika Gupta, her hands encased in
bloodied white gloves right up to her
shoulders started stitching him skilfully,
to stop his intense bleeding. It was
touch and go!
My staff had reacted fast and placed

an armoured car — a South African
made mine-proof, bullet-proof Casspir
and a duty Gurkha QRT (quick reaction
team) to escort the lady doctor and
patient to the Base Hospital at Srinagar,
60 kms away, if that was needed. All
Standard Operating Procedure during
my time as GOC.
“Sir, It is touch and go,” Capt Devika

told me on arrival. “I have put almost
150 stitches on him. He has to reach the
ICU at Srinagar for immediate
operating as his vitals are collapsing. I
need to monitor him and hold a drip
otherwise he will die on my hands.
Need an open jeep, not this cramped
tank,” she said, pointing to the narrow
ceilinged Casspir that was meant for
war, not casualty evacuation.
It was past 1 AM now and the

Baramula-Pattan road was notorious
for terrorist fire on our convoys because

the road was cut through low hills and
gullies near Pattan, a very trouble prone
area. I was the GOC and was morally
responsible for any orders I gave. In this
case, I felt that she had to go in a
Casspir, if she was not to lose the
patients and her life in an ambulance
Gypsy and told her the same in no
uncertain terms.
Generals are trained to anticipate

trouble and the moment I said what I
had to and my men started jumping to
respond, a quiet, firm, authoritative
voice intervened. “Just a minute
General sir.” That was Capt Devika in a
voice that wasn't hers, so my mind
registered. She was dressed in a blood
spattered green military sari and had
just got up from her stitching of the
soldiers abdomen. She was actually just
five feet tall, petite, well-mannered,
very good in her job but for some
reason, when she pulled herself up and
snapped her beret on over her short
hair that dark night, with about 50 odd
soldiers and officers watching, she
seemed to me to be taller than I… She
was!
She walked up to me close enough

LADY COURAGEOUS
Maj Gen RS Mehta, AVSM, VSM
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With all my men waiting for my reaction at being “dressed
down” by this chit of a girl with three years service to my 36
years, I did the only thing any officer and gentleman would have
in a war zone. I saluted her. “Capt Devika, I am sorry I
interfered. Go. God is with you”. There were at least two people
hiding their tears that dark night and she was just one of them.
The drama had yet not unfolded. At Pattan, the area I was most
worried about, one of her Gurkha escort vehicles broke down at
about 2.30 AM. The brave gutsy doctor asked her escort to
catch up after repairing the broken down vehicle and proceeded
the last 30 kilometres unescorted in her open Gypsy. Unescorted
by other than her courage and God who was with her!
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for me to see her angry, flashy, blazing
eyes. “Sir, who’s the GOC?""Have you
any doubt?" I asked her. No, she said, "I
have no doubt. Now tell me, who is the
doctor whose treating the soldier?" I
understood. GOC's aren't stupid.
Anyone would understand and I
certainly did. “Sir, the boy is my patient.
Do not interfere. If you do, you will
carry the responsibility for his death. I
will carry him in the open Gypsy, Not
the Casspir. If I die, my husband will
grieve for me. You need not bother (he
was a Medical Specialist at the Base
Hospital, a great lad whom I had met at
the BH while looking up my wounded
soldiers)... and sir, you can later court
martial me if you wish but let me go
now”.
With all my men waiting for my

reaction at being “dressed  down” by
this chit of a girl with three years service
to my 36 years, I did the only thing any
officer and gentleman would have in a
war zone. I saluted her.
“Capt Devika, I am sorry I interfered.

Go. God is with you”. There were at least
two people hiding their tears that dark
night and she was just one of them.
The drama had yet not unfolded. At

Pattan, the area I was most worried
about, one of her Gurkha escort
vehicles broke down at about 2.30 AM.
The brave gutsy doctor asked her escort
to catch up after repairing the broken
down vehicle and proceeded the last 30
kilometres unescorted in her 
open Gypsy. Unescorted by other 
than her courage and God who was
with her!
On the terror grid, no one is given

special privileges, man or woman as
everyone is committed to specific jobs,
so it was with enormous relief when
Devika called me up at 4.30 AM. "Sir,
the soldier has been operated upon and
will make it. I joined in the operation. It
is Sunday. Can I have half a day off? You
are aware I am 6 months pregnant and
my hubby has arranged for my term
tests"
That morning I called up the Corps

Commander. The Army Commander
was in station and was spoken to. So

was the Chief! Three days later, she was
awarded the Chief of Army Staff's
Commendation Card for her heroism
and devotion to duty — a rare honour! 
Months later this Tigress had

delivered a baby. A child who would one
day hear about a great, feisty Mum. A
woman who sorted out a protective
General — and won!
When some of my peers say or write

that women are not suited for the
Uniform, I react very strongly in their
favour because the women I have seen
and interacted with were Tigresses to
the core. They are as lean, mean & keen
as any man. Walk the same walk! 
Hats off to the Tigresses in Olive

Green!

Maj Gen Raj Mehta, AVSM, VSM is a
veteran Cavalry officer who has
written/ edited several books on
professional subjects. Besides his

prolific writing, he is also a
motivational speaker for India's youth.
Presently, he is engaged in curating a

War Museum.
Capt Devika Gupta of this story is
now a Lt Col and is posted at Army

Hospital, (Research& Referral) as Cl Spl
Pathology and Transplant

Immunologist wef 01 June 2017. An
alumnus of AFMC Pune, she did her

post graduation in MD Pathology from
Delhi University, followed by super-

specialisation in Transplant
Immunology from AIIMS, New Delhi.
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First I want to declare upfront: I am no
security analyst. But I do have some
insight on China.

It was the September of 1995. China
was hosting a United Nations Fourth
World Conference on Women. If all
went well, it would put China on the
road to host the Olympics. They plan far
ahead. This was their first big UN event
that would present to the world a
different China. Different from the bad
reputation they had acquired after
Tiananmen Square. The Chinese
needed to play up their strengths as an
Asian giant, with its international
exports and its hardworking people
fresh out of poverty.

I was merely a cog in the wheel to
run a daily newspaper for the
Conference. It was called The Earth
Times, and we had been at all UN
conferences from the Earth Summit in
Rio onwards to the UN Human Rights
Conference in Vienna, to the UN

Conference on Population and
Development in Cairo.

I had been for a reconnaissance to
Beijing and their Vice Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Li Zhaoxing, a charming
veteran of multilateral diplomacy,
promised logistical support to print The
Earth Times on the presses of one of
their dailies. They welcomed us and we
thought it would be a fruitful
partnership. For sure, they needed us as
much as we needed them — they
wanted The Earth Times to be the
flagship of the UN conference as we had
been there as the newspaper of record
since the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992.

We arrived in Beijing for the
conference with a group of journalists
who would be doing the stories and
interviews and a production team for
design, layout and printing. It seemed
perfect till the night we were supposed
to go to press. Suddenly we were told
that the presses were busy and our
paper would not be printed. The next
morning at the conference our Chinese
liaison person was not to be seen.

Through Chinese whispers, literally,
we got to hear a rumour that the foreign
ministry had run foul with the home

ministry who were denying permission
for an American newspaper to be
allowed to be published in Beijing even
just for the UN Conference. We were
persona non-grata!

At this point, as day two and three
went by without The Earth Times,
journalists from the New York Times,
CNN and hundreds of others who were
also at the conference started
interviewing us as to why The Earth
Times was not being published. Still
hoping the Chinese would change their
minds, we told them we were ready to
publish and wanted to but they would
have to ask our hosts the Chinese.
Finally, the word got out on the front
pages of several International
newspapers that the Chinese were
muzzling The Earth Times, even though
the newspaper had been allowed at all
the other UN conferences in Brazil,
Egypt, Denmark and Vienna. China
started to look bad.

The next day we were called to a
meeting with our Chinese hosts and
told we would be allowed to publish but
had to sign a contract saying we would
permit nothing critical against the
Chinese government or Chinese policy

HOW SHOULD WE
RESPOND TO CHINA?

Ashali Varma
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“FREEDOM MEANS THE RIGHT OF PEOPLE TO ASSEMBLE,
ORGANISE AND DEBATE OPENLY. IT MEANS RESPECTING THE
VIEWS OF THOSE WHO MAY DISAGREE WITH THE VIEWS OF THEIR
GOVERNMENT. IT MEANS NOT TAKING CITIZENS AWAY FROM
THEIR LOVED ONES AND JAILING THEM, MISTREATING THEM, OR
DENYING THEM THEIR FREEDOM OR DIGNITY BECAUSE OF THE
PEACEFUL EXPRESSION OF THEIR IDEAS AND OPINIONS”
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to be printed in the newspaper. Nor
would we be allowed to circulate the
paper at the NGO Forum or hotels
where the delegates were staying. Our
publication would only be permitted at
the Conference Centre.

Relieved that something was better
than nothing we agreed. Then, the US
First Lady, Hilary Clinton, who was
eagerly awaited at the conference
arrived and her speech was fiery and
critical of Chinese policy. She
lambasted the government on the fact
that “many women in
nongovernmental organisations who
wished to participate in the conference
have not been able to attend — or have
been prohibited from fully taking part.”

“Freedom means the right of people
to assemble, organise and debate
openly. It means respecting the views of
those who may disagree with the views
of their government. It means not
taking citizens away from their loved
ones and jailing them, mistreating
them, or denying them their freedom or
dignity because of the peaceful
expression of their ideas and opinions,”
she said, lambasting the Chinese
government.

The Earth Times printed her speech
in full, scathing though it was about
Chinese government policy. The Earth
Times was even smuggled by delegates
to the NGO Forum. Everyone was
reading it.

We waited with bated breath to see
what would happen to us.

Nothing happened.
I was stunned. I had signed a

contract that stated we would be shut
down and penalised if we printed any
criticism of the government yet we were
allowed to publish for 17 straight days
and that to on Chinese presses! They
had tried to muzzle us but international
opinion went against them and they
backed down. The Earth Times was
even smuggled by delegates to the NGO
Forum and hotels. Everyone was
reading us.

This was when I realised that China
was a bully. It would try and get its way
but if stood up to, it backed down.

Today, more than ever, China is
being watched carefully by nations
around the world. The huge trade
surpluses with the US, may be a thing of
the past. President Trump is adamant
about this. India can be too. We can
have a consortium of countries, that are
disgusted with China’s behaviour in the
South China Sea, to trade directly with
us. We can announce our ability to do
this. Our government has already taken
steps to solidify our partnership with
Australia, Japan, Vietnam just to name a
few of the countries that trade with us.
Chinese markets abroad will shrink and
put pressure on its growth and jobs.
This trend is just beginning.

Meanwhile we must use our
standing as the World’s Largest
Democracy and a country that has
never invaded another, to show just
what China has done to us in the past.
The way they took over Aksai Chin and
are now making inroads in Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir (POK). Their blatant
aggression is already causing problems
with other nations. China is good at
psychological warfare, and we must
match it, but from a position of
strength.

North Korea is a bigger problem than
China realises. The monster in its

backyard can bite it. In One Belt One
Road and The China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor, China has put in
huge amounts that have yet to pay off.
For all this, China needs goodwill and
partnership not only with its
neighbours but worldwide.It does not
look good for China to start a war with
Bhutan, a tiny country, and no matter
how much they play up India’s
aggressive posture on the Dolam
Plateau, the international community is
not stupid. They know that they ignore
China’s games at their peril.

Standing up to China is the only
thing India can do. We must not bow
before naked aggression. Not today, not
ever.

Freelance journalist Ashali Varma
has authored the biography of her

father late Lt. Gen. PS Bhagat—‘The
Victoria Cross: A Love Story’. She was
the executive publisher of The Earth

Times, New York (1992- 98). She writes
on various issues including human
rights, population and sustainable
development. This article earlier

appeared in the Times of India of July
19, 2017 at

http:/ / blogs.timesofindia.indiatimes.c
om/ no-free-lunch/
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From protecting
territorial integrity on
the icy heights of
Siachen Glacier to
rescuing ‘Prince’ from
the bore well, the
Armed Forces have
never failed the nation.
Why then, are the

Defence Forces repeatedly getting a raw
deal in terms of pay and allowances,
pensions and service related issues as
compared to their colleagues in the civil
services? Denial of legitimate dues to men
in and outside uniform lowers morale,
which is the sine qua non for victory on
the battlefield. While technology is an
enabler, it is the man behind the gun that
matters and must never be ignored. To
quote Kautilya, “The day a soldier
demands his dues, shall be a sad day for
Magadha, as on that day onwards you
have lost the moral authority to be the
King”.
India’s bureaucracy has consistently

been insensitive to the legitimate dues of
the soldier, and till date, continues to
successfully block every issue on Pay and
Service conditions of Armed Forces
(serving and veterans). The Armed Forces
have been kept out of the Central Pay
Commission (CPC) and various
committees formed to address anomalies
affecting Pay and Service conditions,
unlike other government organisation
such as railways and central armed police
organisations. This is despite the
Government having announced in the
Parliament that a separate Pay
Commission for the Armed Forces will be
set-up. Consequently, the Armed Forces
have been downgraded in status and their
entitlements have been unilaterally
withdrawn.
The Armed Forces Personnel have also

been denied the right to be part of or form
associations of any sort as other services
such as the IAS/ IPS, other All India Group
A Service Officers and other Government

Employees have. As per the "Rules of
Business" of the Government, the three
Service Chiefs have no direct access to the
Raksha Mantri, Prime Minister and the
Supreme Commander. They are required
to go through the bureaucracy and thus
are hampered in conveying to the political
leadership, the issues that affect the
morale of the Armed Forces. As a result,
issues pertaining to Pay and Allowances,
career and financial benefits like Non
Functional Financial Upgradation (NFFU)
and travel entitlements were denied to
Armed Forces, but accorded to their
civilian brethren. Now, even entitled
rations to officers in peace areas stand
withdrawn and replaced with a measly
cash allowance — a retrograde step, if ever
there was any.
If we maintain status quo then we

should be prepared for the bubble of
discontentment amongst the ranks to
burst anytime. Awareness amongst Jawans
these days, is rather high. The media,
including social media influences their
thinking. The soldier is not prepared to
accept everything and anything passively,
especially in the garb of discipline/
regulations. He seeks logic or a rationale
for what he is required to do and what he
gets in return. With changing times one
cannot isolate the Jawans from the outside
world or single them out with curbs and
restrictions while his counterparts in other
Government agencies including security
related agencies enjoy all the freedom. The
BJP led NDA Government had promised a
Veterans Commission — a Statutory Body
— but this too remains unfulfilled. There is
an urgent need to review the present
Service Regulations and amend these to
legitimise a channel for rank and file to
express their aspirations in an organised
and formal manner. Formation of
Association as permitted for IAS/ IPS and
other all India group A service officers and
government employees need to be
permitted for all ranks of the Armed
Forces too.

In my discussions with friends and
colleagues in the Defence fraternity some
remarked — How can we have an
Association for the Armed Forces? They
will become like Trade Unions! I found this
quite amusing that Armed Forces
Association was surmised as Trade Union.
Here it may be pertinent to point out that
many countries of the world such as the
United Kingdom, United States of
America, Denmark, Germany and
Australia have Armed Forces Association
in some form or the other with minor
variations to suit their respective legal and
constitutional imperatives. These Armed
Forces Associations have been
functioning fairly well and providing an
effective sounding board for having a say
in the interest of the men and women who
serve the nation. The success of
Associations in some of the above
mentioned countries is mainly due to the
powerful “lobbies” of political and
corporate leaders who are veterans from
defence. We have to concurrently look for
such lobbies in our context to support the
proposed Armed Forces Association since
democracy runs on lobbies. [Links: UK:
https://baff.orguk/independent-staff-
association-for-uk-forces; USA:
https://www.ausa.org/ Germany:
https://www.cesi.org/members/dbwv/]
To conclude, I would like to say that the

Defence Forces should also form an
Association for the Indian Armed Forces
Personnel on the lines of other modern
Armed Forces to meet the aspiration of all
ranks, veterans and their families. This will
go a long way to enhance the quality,
morale and strength of the Armed Forces
as well as remove present drawbacks
mentioned above. Unity amongst serving
and veteran fraternity is a prerequisite to
overcome existing hurdles.

Brigadier Ramnarayan Vinayak, VSM is
a veteran Air Defence Gunner. He

presently works for the welfare of ‘Veer
Naris' in Madhya Pradesh.

ARMED FORCES ASSOCIATION: AN
IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME?

Brigadier R Vinayak, VSM
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I was posted on old INS Androth as
Torpedo and Anti-Submarine Officer
when Operation Brass Tacks was
announced in the latter half of 1986. I
remember my Commanding Officer
rushing back to the ship from Fleet
Office and briefing us about the mother
of all exercises with the Army and Air
Force. He also told me “Pings, you have
been nominated by Fleet Office to liaise
with Naval Science & Technological
Laboratory (NSTL) to clear the field
tests for their NST torpedoes, which we
will embark in addition to our live
torpedoes before we set out for
Operation Brass Tacks.”

In those days, NSTL scientists were
trying to indigenise a torpedo, without
much success and I was beginning to
wonder how on God’s green earth
would they be able to complete it in just
three months. So I went across to NSTL
to meet Mr Ramalingam who was the
Project Officer for the torpedo. He
looked like an ugly little troll with hair
sticking out from his ears that appeared
like wings on his head and a squeaky
voice and had the ability to speak in
alpha, beta and gamma when
answering a simple question, for which
you needed the decoding powers of a

Radio Telegraphist sailor with the Ship
Cypher Code book by his side.

Ramalingam then handed over the
torpedo manual to me, a thick docket of
a thousand pages; an ideal gift for
someone he probably disliked. Then he
tottered off to the torpedo tank and
pointed to a two-ton cigar behemoth,
proving to me that no part of the 20th
Century had caught up with the work
he was doing.

“This is the second best torpedo in
the world!” he said, grabbing his heart
and blinking away to prevent himself
crying with pride. “Don’t forget to open
the ‘stop cocks’ before firing,” he
crooned, poking me in the chest and
roaring with laughter. I thought to
myself, this guy can be boring,
pedantic, jovial and methodical but
only till the point where I wanted to
keelhaul him. But I guess we needed
people like him who could prove
torpedoes could work on the
blackboard, in the same way as we
needed people like me, who could
…er..., well, …hold on to that thought,
I’ll get back to you on that.

In their enthusiasm to sell their
torpedo to the Navy, NSTL had even

paid for a torpedo firing boat named
Astravahini and gifted it to the Navy.
Ordinarily, NSTL would recover the last
fired torpedo for laboratory checks and
having corrected the mechanisms that
drive the torpedo in the right direction,
they would programme the next firing
exercise on a static decoy. But since
there wasn’t much time at hand,
Ramalingam convinced me that it
would be okay to fire the torpedo from
Astravahini with a ship as a target,
keeping a safety depth margin, because
real ships produced real noise which
the torpedo could detect and lock onto.
And in turn, I convinced my
Commanding Officer to programme a
torpedo firing exercise with our ship as
the target.

On the day of the firing, both ships
sailed out and we positioned ourselves
about five miles apart. Androth began
the dummy run on a perpendicular
path with a Controlled Noise Maker
(CNM) towed target streaming behind
her about a mile away. At the
designated time Astravahini fired the
torpedo. I was in the sonar room three
decks below tracking the torpedo on
our passive sonar and plotting its path.

RAMALINGAM THEN HANDED OVER THE TORPEDO MANUAL TO ME,
A THICK DOCKET OF A THOUSAND PAGES; AN IDEAL GIFT FOR
SOMEONE HE PROBABLY DISLIKED. THEN HE TOTTERED OFF TO
THE TORPEDO TANK AND POINTED TO A TWO-TON CIGAR
BEHEMOTH, PROVING TO ME THAT NO PART OF THE 20TH
CENTURY HAD CAUGHT UP WITH THE WORK HE WAS DOING.
“THIS IS THE SECOND BEST TORPEDO IN THE WORLD!” HE SAID,
GRABBING HIS HEART AND BLINKING AWAY TO PREVENT HIMSELF
CRYING WITH PRIDE. “DON’T FORGET TO OPEN THE ‘STOP COCKS’
BEFORE FIRING,” HE CROONED, POKING ME IN THE CHEST AND
ROARING WITH LAUGHTER.
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RAMALINGAM SWAMY
Capt (IN) Anil Gonsalves

IN LIGHTER VEIN
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Suddenly for unknown reasons the
torpedo diverted its course from the
CNM and headed straight for the ship. If
you can imagine a two ton object
hitting even a glancing blow to the
ship’s fragile keel, you can imagine that
there is no need for an explosive head to
break the ship in two.

There was absolute panic on the
Bridge. The CO ordered anti-torpedo
measures with evasive steering
manoeuvres and everybody on board
began clutching their lifebelts. With the
sudden surge in ship’s speed and heavy
listing and yawing caused by rapid
turning of the ship, Ramalingam was
hunching over the wash basin vomiting
his own spleen through his nose, while
the rest of us were running around like
our trousers were on fire. You know the
last few moments in the Titanic when
the ship went down? This was nothing
like that. It was worse. Luckily, the
hydrostatic control of the torpedo was
working well and the torpedo went
under the keel without damaging
anything.

In the meeting that followed,
Ramalingam was ecstatic and brought
out that this was exactly what torpedoes
were programmed to do — bypass the
decoy and go for the target. Eventually,
he managed to get the Commanding
Officer to agree whole heartedly to let
him have a second shot at us. I
remember sitting on my chair with my
body language suggesting that I had
inadvertently spilled sulphuric acid on
my lap.

For the second round, we
programmed our own ship to fire the
torpedo and let Astravahini deal with
the dance of the decoy ship, since
eventually, the Fleet ships would have
to fire these torpedoes. This time round,
when the torpedo was fired, it ran for
two miles and not finding a target,
reversed course and homed onto our
own ship. All hell broke loose on the
ship, as we scurried to escape the
clutches of the very torpedo that we had
fired. The rogue torpedo then began
doing a deadly snake dance with the
ship, before it finally popped up like an

injured dolphin a few hundred yards
away.

In the meeting that followed,
Ramalingam had a new theory to boast.
He said, “Your anti-torpedo measures
were superbly carried out. You must
document what you did to so effectively
evade the torpedo.” There was dead
silence in the Bridge because nobody
remembered what had happened. The
CO had ordered hard-a-port and the
QM had steered hard-a-starboard, and
so on. But we had evaded the torpedo
and that’s what mattered.

There came a time when nothing
filled my heart with so much dread as a
meeting with Ramalingam. I used to
avoid meeting him with the same
fervent determination as I avoided
close encounters with rabid dogs. But
the Fleet Office was making
Churchillian noises about going to war
with the Pakis, so I didn’t have a choice.
I was hoping that the NSTL scientists
would get back to their tender
lovemaking with drawing board
formulae and leave us alone.

During the subsequent meetings
with Ramalingam I used to eat the
inside of my face to stop myself from
laughing, because, while the Army was
devising 'Shoot and Scoot' tactics with
their new Bofors gun, we were shooting
and scooting from our own torpedoes.
Skills that had never been developed
hitherto.

For the third and final time, the
torpedo was prepared with much
fanfare, including panditji, puja,

coconut, etc, but when the time came
to fire it, the stop valve couldn't be
opened with the recommended
spanner. While the whole Fleet was
waiting in anticipation for a great boom
to sound, the torpedo refused to budge.
On the Bridge, the CO was inventing
new words, new combinations of words
and new throat sounds. After the
chopper designated to film the event
was called off, and the Fleet dispersed,
Mr Ramalingam announced that he
had successfully opened the stop valve,
much to the consternation of all the
officers on board.

It didn’t take the Board of officers
long to determine that the NST torpedo
couldn’t be fitted on our ships in the
same manner as one could never put a
wooden model ship into a glass bottle
with a hammer. The Board then wrote
out a long Finding and consigned the
NST to the dustbin of Indian Naval
history. That night I laughed and cried,
got naked and performed cartwheels
for free for my repulsed neighbours in
the front lawns of our house in Naval
Park, Visakhapatnam.

—Captain Anil Gonsalves, IN, (Retd)
joined NDA in 1975 and passed out in

1978. He commanded Coast Guard
ship Rajshree and INS Mahish in the

Navy among his varied appointments.
He took premature retirement in 2005

and presently is working in the
Offshore Division of the Shipping

Corporation of India as Master in their
Platform Support Vessels.

FOR THE SECOND ROUND, WE PROGRAMMED OUR OWN SHIP TO FIRE
THE TORPEDO AND LET ASTRAVAHINI DEAL WITH THE DANCE OF THE
DECOY SHIP, SINCE EVENTUALLY, THE FLEET SHIPS WOULD HAVE TO
FIRE THESE TORPEDOES. THIS TIME ROUND, WHEN THE TORPEDO WAS
FIRED, IT RAN FOR TWO MILES AND NOT FINDING A TARGET, REVERSED
COURSE AND HOMED ONTO OUR OWN SHIP. ALL HELL BROKE LOOSE ON
THE SHIP, AS WE SCURRIED TO ESCAPE THE CLUTCHES OF THE VERY
TORPEDO THAT WE HAD FIRED. THE ROGUE TORPEDO THEN BEGAN
DOING A DEADLY SNAKE DANCE WITH THE SHIP, BEFORE IT FINALLY
POPPED UP LIKE AN INJURED DOLPHIN A FEW HUNDRED YARDS AWAY.
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DRDO LAUNCHES UNMANNED TANK ‘MUNTRA’
India’s first unmanned tank, Muntra, under development at
Chennai, was launched was launched on 29 July 2017. The tank
was tested and validated at Mahajan Field Firing Range in
Rajasthan, under dusty desert conditions, where temperatures
touched 52 degrees Celsius. The tanks, once operationalised, will
facilitate unmanned surveillance missions by the Indian Army. A
fact sheet on Muntra is as under:
• Muntra was developed and tested for the Indian Army by Combat

Vehicles Research and Development Establishment (CVRDE) in
Avadi.

• Muntra has three variants — Muntra-S for unmanned
surveillance, Muntra-M for mine detection and Muntra-N for
reconnaissance in areas with nuclear and bio threats.

• It has surveillance radar, an integrated camera along with laser
range finder that can be used to spy a 15 km away ground
target.

ARMED FORCES LADIES EXCEL
FLT LT SHIKHA
PANDEY
Flt. Lt. Shikha Pandey
performed brilliantly in
the recently concluded
world women’s cricket
championship, where
the Indian team were
runners up.
Commissioned in the
IAF on June 30, 2012

as an air traffic control officer, she is the first lady officer from the
services to represent the Indian women cricket team. Pandey was
awarded the Chief of Air Staff Commendation Card by Air Chief
Marshal B.S. Dhanoa, for her sterling performance.

CAPT SHALINI SINGH
Shalini was a young mother when
her husband, Maj Avinash Singh was
Killed in Action (KIA) in September
2001, while fighting terrorists in
Kashmir. A spirited and courageous
girl, she joined the Army thereafter,
and after six months training was
commissioned as a Lieutenant in the
Army. When her husband was
awarded the Kirti Chakra

posthumously, it was Lt Shalini Singh who went up to the President
of India to receive the award. She left the Army in 2008 as a
Captain in the Indian Army, on completion of her terms of service. In
early 2017, her son Dhruv, was all of 17 years old. At this time,
Shalini participated in the Mrs India Classic Queen Of Substance,

2017 contest and was adjudged the winner. Well done, Capt Shalini
Singh. We are proud of you and SALUTE your achievement. You
truly are an inspiration not just to Indian women, but to all Indians
across the globe.

FROM THE RAJYA SABHA
The Minister of State for Defence, Shri Subhash Bhamre, has given
the following statements in the Rajya Sabha, in reply to questions
asked in the month of July.
•Defence equipment worth Rs 2.38 lakh crore were procured for

the armed forces in the last three financial years, including worth
Rs 1.52 crore from domestic vendors. Defence equipment worth
Rs 48,826 crore were bought from domestic vendors in 2015-16,
while in 2015-16 the amount was Rs 49,988 crore, and in 2016-
17 Rs 53,767 crore.

• Government has given ‘in-principle’ approval for strategic
disinvestment of some CPSEs including BEML Ltd. Disinvestments
through strategic sale are being considered based on
recommendations of NITI Aayog after taking into consideration all
aspects of the matter. However, after completion of process,
specific approval of Government would be sought again.
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FGFA
India and Russia are likely to sign a contract for jointly developing the
much-delayed Fifth-Generation Fighter Aircraft (FGFA). An Experts
Group, headed by Air Marshal S. Varthaman, (Retd) submitted its
report to the MoD on July 7, which states that the FGFA project would
be beneficial to India. The Committee had been set up by Mr Manohar
Parrikar, when he was the Raksha Mantri. Earlier, MoD bureaucrats
had objected to the FGFA project on the grounds that it might
duplicate, or hinder, the indigenous Advanced Medium Combat
Aircraft (AMCA).

Speaking on the sidelines of Russia's premier air show MAKS
2017, Sergei Chemezov, CEO of Rostec State Corporation said that
all decisions over the multi-billion dollar project to jointly develop the
fifth-generation fighter aircraft (FGFA) will be finalised in the near
future. He said that Stage one is over and discussions were now
underway on Stage II. He however added that the work is very
complicated which is why it is taking so much time.

INDIA INVIGORATES ACT EAST POLICY
India-Myanmar ties have strengthened over the past few years. India
rolled out the red carpet during the recent eight day visit of Myanmar
military chief, Min Aung Hlaingto India, seeking bilateral defence
cooperation. India has agreed to provide a variety of arms and
equipments for patrolling border areas jointly with Myanmar. Indian

warships will make regular calls at Myanmar’s ports. India also
ensured military assistance to help Myanmar stand as an independent
nation without having to bend to an excessively influential big nation
in the neighbourhood. Further exchanges with Myanmar’s government
heads and military officers will facilitate expansive cooperation
between the two countries.

India espoused the policy of Look East which the BJP led NDA
government has proactively escalated into the Act East policy. This
includes comprehensive cooperation mechanism in politics,
economics and security through developing trade relations with the
Mekong countries. Myanmar is the only ASEAN member country that
has both land and sea borders with India. The two share a land border
of 1,643 kilometres. New Delhi has worked incessantly to strengthen
relations with ASEAN members in a dynamic, action-oriented way.
Myanmar holds the key in India’s new outlook being a crucial buffer
state between China and India. Compared to the rest of ASEAN
countries Myanmar can boast of a unique advantage in the Indian
framework and will benefit from New Delhi-Beijing contention for
strategic space in the Indo-China region. Growing India-Myanmar ties
will help Nay Pyi Taw minimise its over-reliance on China and can also
facilitate diversification of its economic portfolio.

SLNS SAYURALA
The first Advanced Offshore Patrol Vessel (AOPV), SLNS Sayurala,
designed and constructed by GSL for Sri Lanka Navy (SLN)
embarked on its maiden voyage to Sri Lanka on26July 2017 from
MPT/Goa. The delivery of the vessel, 86 days ahead of contractual
schedule, added another feather in cap of GSL as Defence Vessel
Exporter from the country. The ship, commanded by Captain (ND)
A N Amarosa, and the entire crew members, was ceremonially
seen off by Rear Admiral SS Ranasinghe, Chief of Staff of Sri Lanka
Navy, Rear Admiral SMDK Samaraweera, Flag Officer Commanding
Naval Fleet, Rear Admiral Shekhar Mital, NM (Retd), CMD, Goa
Shipyard Ltd & Shri. S. P. Raikar, Director (Operations), besides
other dignitaries.
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EX MALABAR
On 10 July, the Indian, US and Japanese
navies began the Malabar Naval Exercise-
2017 aimed at achieving deeper military
ties between the three nations. The Malabar
exercise took place amid the military
standoff between armies of India and China
in the Dolam area, at the trijunction between
India, Bhutan and Tibet and at a time when
Beijing is ramping up its naval presence in
South China Sea.

The US ships that took part in the
trilateral exercise in the Bay of Bengal were
US Ship Nimitz (CVN68), guided missile
cruise USS Princeton (CG59), guided
missile destroyers USS Howard (DDG83),
USS Shoup (DDG86) and USS Kidd
(DDG100), a Poseidon P-8A aircraft as well
as a Los Angeles fast-attack submarine.
From Japan, the ships which participated
were Japan Maritime Self Defence Force
ships JS Izumo (DDH 183), and JS
Sazanami (DD1 13). The Indian participating
ships were Indian Naval Ship Jalashwa and
the Indian Aircraft Carrier, INS Vikramaditya.
The 21st edition of the exercise, conducted
ashore and at-sea, include professional
exchanges on carrier strike group
operations, maritime patrol and
reconnaissance operations, surface and
anti-submarine warfare. It also included
medical operations, damage control,
explosive ordinance disposal, helicopter
operations and anti-submarine warfare
would also take place. The at-sea exercise

included events such as submarine
familiarisation, air defence exercises,
medical evacuation drills, surface warfare
exercises, communication exercise and
search and rescue operations.Indian,
Japanese and US maritime forces have an
understanding and knowledge of shared
working environment at sea. As members of
Indo-Asia Pacific operations, the three
maritime forces would look forward to
continuing to strengthen the bonds and
personal relationships.

TANK BIATHLON GAMES
An Indian Army team participated in a tank
race competition in Russia along with
groups from several other countries
including China. The Tank Biathlon
commenced at Alabino Ranges on July 29

and the Indian Army participated in it with T-
90 tanks. A total of 19 countries with three
crews each are have participating in the
event and the top 12 of them will be
selected for stage II relay race out of which
only four will qualify for the final stage of the
race on August 12. The Tank Biathlon
competition is an international event
conducted as part of the International Army
Games held every year since 2013 at
Alabino Ranges in Russia.International Army
Games involve 28 events which are
organised in Russia, Belarus, Azerbaijan,
Kazakhstan and China.The Indian Army
team has been participating in the
competition for the past three years.
However, this is the first time that the Indian
team is participating with own T-90 tanks
which have been shipped to Russia. The
competition simulates actual battle field
conditions involving driving at high speed
and entails switching from one mode of
operation to another at a fast pace.The
team has been selected through a rigorous
selection process on the basis of technical
expertise, physical fitness, mental
endurance and consistency in accuracy of
firing the tank weapons while driving the
tanks through a replica of the original circuit
in Russia, at Babina Field Firing Ranges in
Central India. The tanks were transported to
Russia by Sea and the team moved to
Russia on 20 July 2017 for participation in
the competition from 29 July to12 August
2017. Pic shows a T-72 tank, operated by a
crew from Azerbaijan, during the Tank
Biathlon competitionat a range in the
settlement of Alabino outside Moscow.
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EDUCATION FOR WARDS OF EX-SERVICEMEN
AND SERVING PERSONNEL - 2018

Army Welfare Education Society (AWES) provide various
courses to the desired candidates run under Army Institutes.
Details of such institutes with eligibility given as under:

• Army Institute of Education (AIE). Candidate must be
graduate (except commerce) with minimum 45% aggregate
marks.

• Army College of Dental Sciences (ACDS). For BDS + 2 with
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and English with 50% marks in
aggregate and for MDS must have permanent registration
with state dental council.

• Army College of Nursing (ACN).
Candidate must be +2 with Physics,
Chemistry, Biology and English with 45%
marks in aggregate 

• Army Institute of Nursing (AIN).
Candidate must be +2 with Physics,
Chemistry, Biology and English with 50%
marks in aggregate

• Army Institute of Hotel Management
and Catering Technology (AIHM & CT).
Candidate must be +2 with English
compulsory subject.

• Army Institute of Fashion and Design
(AIFD). BSc programme. +2 in any
stream and for PG program in any degree
with 50% marks

• Army Institute of Technology (AIT).
B.Tech program, Mechanical Electronics
and Tele Communication, Computer
Engineering and IT - 10+2 with Physics,
Chemistry and Math with minimum 50%
aggregate marks.

• Army College of Medical Sciences
(ACMS).MBBS Program-Candidatemust
be 10+2 with Physics, Chemistry, Biology
and English. Candidates must have passed these subjects
individually and must have obtained minimum 50% marks
in Physics, Chemistry and Biology. Candidates appearing in
qualifying examination are also eligible to apply. 

Admission
Admission to ACDS (for both BDS and MDS will be based on
NEET and AIIMS PG Exam, admission to AIT will be based on
JEE Exam and admission to all remaining institutes will be
based on Written Admission Test (WAT).

Date of notification and availability Form is Feb 2018 onwards
and last date of submission of application form for AIE,
AIHM&CT, AIN, CAN, ACDS (UG) and AIFD (UG) is Mar 2018.
For ACDS (PG), AIT and AIFD (PG) is Feb 2018, Apr 2018 and
May 2018 respectively. Last date of receipt of application with
late fee is Mar 2018.

Eligibility Conditions
• Wards of serving Army personnel with minimum 10 years
continuous service in Army.

• Wards of ex-servicemen granted/
awarded regular pension liberalised
family pension, family pension,
disability pension at the time of their
superannuation, demise, discharge,
released medical board/invalided
medical board. This includes wards of
recruits medically boarded out and
granted disability pension

• Wards of ex-servicemen who have taken
discharge/released after 10 years of
service

• Adopted/Step children and children of
remarried widows

• Adopted child of Army personnel who
completed 10 years service, adopted at
least five years prior to seeking
admission

• Step children are eligible provided they
are born out of wedding where at least
one parent belonged to the Army and
completed 10 years service

• Children of widows of Army personnel
who are born as a result of second
marriage with Army personnel. However,
children of widows of Army personnel
born out of remarriage with non Army
personnel would not be eligible for
admission.

Eligibility Criteria in Special Cases
Eligibility criteria for ward of Ex Army Medical Corps
Officers/Army Dental Corps officers presently serving with
Indian Army/Indian Air Force who have served with Army for
10 years are eligible. For more details visit:
http://www.awesindia.com

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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Chinese People’s Liberation Army’s
(PLA) transgression beginning on 08
June 2017 into Bhutan’s Dolam plateau
(also known as Doka La by India and
claimed as Donglun by China), at the tri-
junction of India, Bhutan and China-
held Tibet, actually amounts to
aggression and has resulted in a
dangerous stand-off, continuing for
almost two months, as this column is

being written.
On the very next day, 09 June, when the Prime Minister

Narendra Modi and President Xi Jinping met for the Shanghai
Cooperation Organisation’s summit at Astana, Kazakhstan, it
was reported: “There was an understanding that where we
have differences, it is important that differences should not
become disputes”. But PLA’s actions on the ground belie such
a spirit. First, it demolished two bunkers and then began
constructing a road towards Doka La. The Royal Bhutan Army
(RBA) tried to intervene but were pushed back. RBA then
sought assistance of the Indian troops, who moved down the
ridge and obstructed the construction work, leading to the
standoff. Visuals on TV news networks of Indian soldiers
relentlessly grappling with their PLA counterparts leave no
doubt about their determination and great restraint.

In 1967, when PLA upped the ante at Nathu La, Sikkim, by
mortar and artillery bombardment and direct fire, killing
some Indian Army officers and soldiers, Ms Indira Gandhi
sanctioned use of artillery requested for by the then Brigade
Commander, Brig. M.M.S. Bakshi, MVC. The retaliation that
followed, resulted in about 400 PLA troops being killed, a
convoy of vehicles being destroyed and many bunkers being
levelled. The message that 1962 cannot be repeated went to
the Chinese very effectively. Also, in one fell stroke, Ms.
Gandhi overturned the 1962 humiliation.

In 1986-87, China upped the ante
again with a massive build-up in the
Sumdorong Chu region, north of
Tawang. Then Indian Army Chief
Gen. Krishnaswamy Sundarji
responded by launching Operation
Falcon. The crisis was resolved
without any exchange of fire.

However, while incursions by
Chinese have continued in some
form or the other, significantly, they
have all been bullet-less for almost
fifty years since the 1967 Sikkim
skirmish — so far, at least. The titles

of some essays by this writer over the past decade at least give
a fair idea  of the nature of the Sino-Indian relationship and
characteristics of the Chinese government and the PLA in its
conduct. These are: China punctuates dialogue with
aggressive cross-border action, India's Eastern Neighbour
Fuels Insurgencies/China Supports (India’s) North East
Terrorist Groups, China’s Dra’goon’ Diplomacy, India-China
Relations — No Bullets On Borders Since 1967 and Trade With
Tensions, Sino- Indian Relations Sourer Than Sweet, Chinese
Checkers Redux, Chinese ‘Fingering’ in Sikkim. Chinese
‘Dadagiri’, Management of Sino-Indian Ties on Table and
Terrain, Be Water-Wise With China and so on.

India’s long overdue infrastructural development in its
North-Eastern region, expediting the building of hollow block
bunkers along the Line of Actual Control, India’s refusal to
take part in the One Belt, One Road summit organised by
China, PM Modi’s visits to the US and Israel, India’s
participation in the tri-lateral military exercise Malabar etc,
have all peeved China. Since then, Beijing has issued a
warning over India’s strategic infrastructure development
along/near the LAC, especially in the north-east region
several times. It is also certainly not happy about India raising
a mountain corps with two divisions already. The
construction of bunkers particularly, has been a flashpoint in
Sino-India ties.

India expediting strategic infrastructural development
along/near the Line of Actual Control, India’s refusal to take
part in the One Belt, One Road summit organised by China,
PM Modi’s visits to the US and Israel, India’s participation in
the tri-lateral Exercise Malabar etc, have all peeved China. It
is also certainly not happy about India raising a mountain
corps with two divisions. China opposed the infrastructure
development issue several times and the construction of
bunkers particularly, has been a flashpoint in Sino-Indian
ties. According to Claude Arpi, India-based French expert on
India, China and Tibet, China’s pushing the envelope by
starting to build a road in Bhutan, thinking that India would
not defend Bhutan, was a wrong judgment by Beijing.

CHINA ENDANGERS 50 YEARS OF BULLET-LESS BORDER MANAGEMENT
Lt Col Anil Bhat 
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The author has penned a devastating critique of strategic
illiteracy that prevails among policy makers and politicians,
in “Scary Portents-India under Siege”. He also denounces the
facade of half truths and dissembling, legitimised as ‘political
correctness,’ in staunch defence of the Indian Army and
national sentiments. This mammoth construct simply
smothers dissent or a contrary opinion, even when facts
directly negate what it craftily perpetuates as the gospel truth.

The votaries of political
correctness have no compunctions
in trashing our cultural and social
inheritance, especially on news
channels and in the print media.
Caught in this tidal wave of hatred
and hostility is the Indian Army,
which is being vilified for doing an
exemplary job under the most
daunting circumstances. The
constant and virulent attacks on the
idea of Bharat has lately acquired a
more vicious and sinister edge,
especially after the new political
dispensation came into being.

The author, who has lovingly
dedicated the book to his father, late
Major Sukumar Talukdar, a war
veteran, argues trenchantly against
these sinister forces, which
disparage the selfless sacrifices of
our soldiers, but maintain a
deafening silence over heckling and
hounding of Taslima Nasreen, by the
fanatical mullahs in Kolkata.
Similarly, nobody utters a word
when the self-same group forcibly
prevents the likes of Maj Gen. GD
Bakshi and Tarek Fatah from
speaking on the rights of the
oppressed Baluchis, in the same city.

The author has compiled his
penetrating insights on strategic and
political matters between the covers
of a book for making it accessible to
a wider audience. These analytical

pieces have become extremely relevant and timely, in view of
the proxy war being foisted on India from across the border.
His style is crisp, concise yet highly readable, the delivery
powerful, shorn of ambiguity that speaks of his ease in
employing the nuances of English language to a devastating
effect.

For instance in the chapter titled ‘Strategic Bungling
Emboldens Hostile Neighbours,’ his observations expose the

sham that China is. He writes:
“Beijing masks its sinister
intentions with stratagem and
guile, lures the potential victim with
a witchery of words and some
wealth, before trapping it in its web.
Should the victim deviate from the
demarcated line, dire threats follow,
more of bluster than any real intent,
which however makes him fall in
line. The war is won without a shot
being fired. Therein lies the beauty
of the whole charade!

Perhaps the passage below
pertinently explains why politicians
always keep the Army out of
reckoning:“In 1958, an event of far
reaching significance irrevocably
altered geo-political perceptions on
the subcontinent. The army seized
power in Pakistan amid a horrific
carnage. Since then the coup has
never ceased to cast an ominous
shadow over the fate of politico-
military relations in India and its
worsening aftermath. The
development must have so
impacted the psyche of the
country’s first Prime Minister
Nehru that he probably feared men
in olive green taking over his
government. Several illustrations
liven up the book which has been
reasonably priced at Rs 260/-. This
makes it eminently affordable to
the lay reader.

A DEVASTATING CRITIQUE OF
STRATEGIC ILLITERACY

Team SALUTE

SCARY PORTENTS: 
INDIA UNDER SIEGE

SUDIP TALUKDAR
NOTION PRESS

PAGES: 208
PRICE: RS. 260/-
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My heart’s in the highlands…
...because the whole world goes there,
because here we party in a haunted
vault, because here we lose all sense of
perspective.

From the time I reached London, I was
in two minds — to take a train, or fly to
Edinburgh. A ride through the
spectacular English countryside with its
cottages, rolling hills, country lanes and
coastal views would be a lot less stressful
if you factor in the time spent when it
comes to hanging around at the airport,
I thought.

So here I was, on the train to Waverly
from King’s Cross, London. It was noon
and the weather was lazy. The train
journey takes you through the historic
cities of York, Newcastle and Berwick-
upon-Tweed, right into the centre of
Edinburgh, one of the most loved cities

of this world. Sheep grazing by the
Scottish meadows was a sight to behold
on this jaunt, as I realised that the
landscape changed gradually and I
couldn’t describe anything without
using superlatives. Four hours into the
journey, the coach came to a grinding
halt at Waverly-Edinburgh.

A mist-like drizzle in the air
accompanied me as I rummaged
through the station area up to the Royal
Mile, only to gift myself a mix of
gorgeous scenery with a perfect glass of
malt. This area has been the hub of life
in Edinburgh for centuries and a walk
along the historic street transports me
to the footsteps of Robert Burns, Sir
Walter Scott and other famous Scottish
personalities.

Emboldened by the whisky
extravaganza, I was tempted to witness
one of the most enduring attractions for
tourists — the Edinburgh Castle — and
Edinburgh does not disappoint. Home
to the Scottish Crown jewels, the castle
dominates the city skyline and is
located at the top of the Royal Mile at

the West end of Edinburgh Old Town.
This historic fortress was built in the
12th century by King David I. Situated
on a volcanic rock, the castle is the most
visited tourist attraction in Scotland.
The fortress is considered one of the
most haunted places in this part of the
world, with the centuries of wars and
battles that it has defended and
witnessed.

If you are on the hunt for ghosts, a
short stagger on the castle area, past
sundown, is perfect. Some eerie music,
a faint sound of bagpipes far away, or an
occasional tap on your shoulder will
make you sense some presence of
paranormal activity. I know I did.

Wait, it gets better. The hotbed of this
unusual phenomenon is centred
around the Royal Mile area, where a set
of tunnels run directly underneath the
castle. Discovered hundreds of years
ago, the tunnels are the home to these
sinister shadows lurking from the past.
A few decades ago, in search of tangible
evidence, a Scottish piper was sent
down these tunnels to explore the

A TRIP TO 
THE SCOTTISH

HIGHLANDS
Angshuman De
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underground world. He was
commanded to play his pipes as he
made his way through the tunnel,
whilst a group of observers would
follow on foot down the street to keep
track of his progress. As time passed the
sound of the pipes became faint and
gradually faded. The piper couldn’t be
traced after that and legend has it that
the sound of his pipes can still be heard
from beneath the castle. Many more
apparitions haunt this ancient city, all
too many to name.

The Scottish landscape is studded
with haunted and dilapidated castles
that stand as sullen witnesses to the
centuries of conflict and bloodshed,
and the ghosts are a part of that ancient
folklore to this day. The age-
old discords between the
Highlanders and the
Lowlanders, and the kings
and queens continue to
exist in this ethereal
domain, so much so that
Scotland earned the name
of being the most haunted
place in the world!People
who come here in search of
mystical experiences do
not go back disheartened.
And it is not just the
castles that have
accumulated their share
of myths and legends. The
story about the unexplained would
remain incomplete without the
mention of the legend of Nessie, the
monster. And the next morning we were
travelling out of the city, into the
glorious Scottish Highlands, in search
of just that — the Loch Ness monster.

We stopped enroute at the quaint
town of Dunkeld, set next to the River
Tay. This pristine Perthshire town has a
well-kept main street dotted with
colourful houses. I rewarded myself
with some Highland venison sausages
and a quiet stroll on the river bank. Next
was our journey along the Caledonian
Canal before arriving in Fort Augustus
on the banks of legendary Loch Ness.
Tourists from all over the world stop by
this mysterious stretch of water for their

share of monster hunt by boat or from
the shores of the loch itself. As history
connotes, Nessie, the aquatic beast
living in Loch Ness, was last sighted by a
British couple in 1933 and it was only
after this that a popular interest in this
cryptid exploded.

Our engaging and well versed
Scottish guide R Skelley was full of
passion and knowledge and had
uniquely mastered the art of
storytelling. He did justice to his name
— Skelley is Scottish for storyteller. One
of the world’s most enduring mysteries,
Nessie, who is said to have inhabited
the Loch Ness area, is described to be
an animal that probably is a leftover
dinosaur that existed millions of years

ago. This elusive

monster is so intimately tied up with
the Scottish tourist industry that no one
today dares to pry into the facts too
closely. The tourism industry around
the Loch would fall apart without the
enthusiasts walking around the lake
with binoculars and gesticulating at the
slightest ripples on the lake water. But I
still wondered why, despite all these
facts and researchers failing to gather
any tangible evidence about the
monster, so many people around the
world believe in its existence even
today. Probably because it’s impossible
to prove a negative; there will always be
an apprehension that Nessie really
exists, and the sceptics will be proved
wrong.

After a great day of travel across the
Scottish Highlands and maybe, just
maybe, sighting the monster on the
Loch, we returned to Edinburgh early in
the evening. And the happy time
arrived to savour a couple of stiff drink
and then a visit to The City of the Dead,
Edinburgh’s best Ghost tour.Down into
the lowest depths of Edinburgh,
hundreds of people have claimed that
they have been attacked by some
supernatural entities during this
walking tour. The tour is all about a
spooky walk filled with excitement,
horror and history. Here, one will come
across Edinburgh’s weirdest stories and
the wildest history.

From the uncanny Greyfriars
Kirkyard, to the underground of the Old

Town where thousands
died of the plague, the
rich history of Edinburgh
is blotted with the dark,
brutal and the mysterious.
Earlier tortures and grisly
deaths, stories of witches
and public executions are
reasons why these
troubled souls remained
trapped as spectres and
never transformed to the
after-life. Today their
influence is felt by way of
supernatural force all over
the city.

It’s not all darn and
doubtful, however.

Contrary to all this, a recent UK wide
survey revealed that Edinburgh tops the
list in UK’s happiest cities. The green
spaces, lively festivals and events,
vibrant leisure and the cheerful people
of this city validate the fact that this city
is a happy place to be. Time and again,
Edinburgh has proved to be better than
London when it comes to the sheer
quality of life. There are many reasons
why living in Edinburgh ruins you for
life. That’s because it is insanely
beautiful, because it’s Christmas round
the year and because it is a city you can
never ever leave, even when you go
back to where you came from. I could
pitch a tent in Edinburgh forever.
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A very common saying is “We are what
we eat”! And it is as true as it gets,
especially when you start to observe your
life closely. As I make my way towards
living a completely natural, organic,
chemical free and most importantly
cruelty free (Vegan) life, I will share my
experiences, experiments with new
recipes, what works and what doesn’t and
most importantly the effects I felt on my
body and my life! So far, I'm sailing on an
updraft, which is what inspired me to
write about the Vegan way of life.

So, why Vegan? It was a spontaneous
change for me after I saw footage
exposing the horrors and cruelty,
inflicted on farm animals. Why should
animals be treated like objects without
feelings? From our own experiences, we
know how beautiful are birds and
animals. They too feel hunger, pain and
love. They spend time looking after their
babies just as we humans do. But sadly,
the entire fabric of their lifestyle, their
family, their babies has been altered to
suit the need and greed of humans. The
dairy industry is a cruel and vile creation
of man, where cows are artificially
impregnated, fed genetically modified
feed, injected with hormones to produce
monstrous quantities of milk, fed a
cocktail of antibiotics (which by the way
makes its way to the milk it produces and
its flesh). Upon delivery of their babies,
they are not allowed to bond with the
new born calves who are torn away from
the mothers at birth.The horror does not
stop there. The male calves are

considered a useless by-product. So they
are sent away to die a slow death and
their flesh is sold as veal (which is
considered a delicacy)! Do ascertain the
truth of what I have stated from the web.
Plenty of material is available on line.

Such cruelty is not limited to the dairy
industry but it spans across to all the
living beings that man has power over.
And we have not even touched upon the
horrors of slaughterhouses, which is the
final destination for these dairy cows.
These animals do not have a voice of
their own and they cannot tell us how
they suffer. But we have eyes to see and
must decide for ourselves that enough is
enough! That's the decision I took and I
immediately left dairy products. Yes, no
milk, no cheese, no yogurt, no sweets
made from dairy, no ghee, no butter. And
I have never felt better. One of the most
important changes you will feel is in your
digestive system — no more bloating and
uneasiness.

I took a good couple of months doing
my research on nutrition supplements to
find vegetables, fruits and nuts to replace
any lost nutrition as I replaced dairy and
other products derived from insects,
birds and animals. Today, I will talk about
Vegan Milk. I tried several new brands
available in the market and finally
chanced upon Rude Health Almond Milk

and Brown Rice Milk. This works well for
me. Their almond milk goes very well
with coffee and the brown rice milk is
great with tea. But you could make your
own too! I have also used Ecomil Almond
milk and that works well too.

Recipe: Almond Milk
Take a cup of almonds and soak them
overnight. Next morning, blend the
almonds with a little water, a pinch of salt
and one pitted date (for sweetness), till its
turns into a fine paste. Top up with about
500-600 ml of water. The water quantity
can be adjusted as per you liking — use
less water if you want thicker milk. Next,
strain the blended mix into a bowl using
a muslin cloth. Voila! Your milk is ready.
This can be stored in the fridge for 3-4
days. You can add this to cereal or simply
enjoy it as it is. A word of caution though.
Alternative milks don't always blend with
tea and coffee and you may see the milk
separating in your drink. That is why, for
drinks, I use Rude Health Almond milk as
its consistency is just right and the milk
never separates. In my next article, I shall
share my Vegan nutrition chart and some
recipes for cleansing the body.

Ms Aditi Pathak is based in
Singapore. Widely travelled and from a
Services background, cooking is one of

her many passions.

THE VEGAN LIFE: MILK SUBSTITUTES
Aditi Pathak
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The Doklam standoff between Indian and Chinese troops near Sikkim is a clear
departure from earlier Sino-Indian disagreements about their long standing
boundary dispute from what we have known in the past. For the first time, the
dispute is about a third country's territory, since Bhutan claims the Doklam Plateau
and has an agreement with the Chinese recognising the same. India has however,
got embroiled in this Sino-Bhutanese issue for its own strategic reasons, even
thoughIndian officials have beenciting the Indo Bhutanese treaty of friendship as a
reason for India to offer military support to Bhutan, if it were attacked or threatened.

But India’s reasons for taking on the Chinese are primarily driven by the Indian
Army’s assessment that any further encroachment by the Chinese through road
building and other military activities on the Doklam Plateau would allow the
Chinese to come closer to the Siliguri corridor which connects mainland India to
India’s north eastern states. If the Chinese were to be allowed to proceed any further
towards Sikkim with their road building efforts, Siliguri and its adjoining areas in
particular would come under long range Chinese artillery fire in the event of a Sino-
Indian conflict. Therefore, India's military commanders have, over the years,
watched the Chinese very carefully specially as China continues to build a vast
layout of roads and rail networks on the Sino-Indian frontline across the Himalayas.

And China has a long history of walking into others’ lands, claiming territory by
changing the ground position and then citing ancient historical claims. China’s
approach to maps is different from everyone else’s because they are all about
Beijing’s intentions. Therefore, Chinese diplomacy is about pressure and coercion,
threats and intimidation, as we have witnessed recently again, even though India is
at a military advantage in the current area of the stand off along the Sikkim frontline
with the Chinese, and India’s military commanders have in the past conveyed this
message to Beijing through their proactive actions in Nathu La in 1967 and
Sumdorong Chu in 1987. In this area, the Chinese have quietly looked for an
opportunity to enhance and strengthen their military positions in this part of the
frontline, even though, they have an agreement of 2012, not to alter the territorial
status quo with India.

However, military issues apart, India has to increasingly prepare to contend with
China’s rising ambitions and military power; more so as the US under President
Trump has indicated a dis-inclination to play America’s traditional role as the key
power of consequence in world affairs. And in addition, with India having decided
to confront the Chinese ‘One Belt One Road' agenda since its flagship project ‘The
China Pakistan Economic Corridor’, which passes through the northern region of
Jammu & Kashmir, Beijing has not taken to this Indian rebuff kindly. But this came
on the back of China’s support for Pakistan’s terror and nuclear agenda
internationally. The question now is, can Mr. Modi revive the chemistry that marked
his earlier engagement with Chinese President Xi Jingping or are the battle lines
clear drawn between the two Asian giants?

More importantly, the current stand off has conveyed messages at various levels
that it is working more to India’s favour than China’s advantage. For one, it has
conveyed to India’s neighbours that India is unwilling to be browbeaten by China
and will stand up for its friends if push comes to shove. Secondly, this stand off has
not only questioned the limits of China’s military power but also sent a message to
Pakistan, its closest ally in the region, that China can be challenged and still has
some limitations. But let's be prepared as China will instigate Pakistan to ramp up
its terror game, and show itself more aggressively in J&K and the Indian Ocean
Region. It will challenge India in the International forums like the UN, to squeeze us
in every possible way. But none of this is new. What is new is India has physically
stood up to China to protect a friend, for better or for worse.

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

STAND OFF 
AT DOKA LA

Maroof Raza
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